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OPERATORS TALK
OF ARBITRATION
Believe Telegraph Companies
Will Agree.
Strikers camping at Chicago and
Leased W ire Mew Are called
Out.
SITUATION Di LITTLE CHANGED
Nee York, .atig. serious
Sulk this ;;;;; rising about the Tele-
graphers' Ireton headquarters WAS
t• ttttt erithea arbitration and the possi-
bilities Of a aettlemeet eith the com-
panies's. The belief prevails that ord. 14)"s1' tiwlay,74*
chile of the companies tint consider -
arbitration when a proposit•  Is pre.
ketit ed by the peeper authorities iti
the proper way, in spite of denials. of
the officials that there is nothing to
arbitrate.
--- --
Lessee Wire Men Called.
Chicago, Aug. 211.--The latest de-
velopments in the strike ,sittration ap-
prise of the calling out of the leased
wire men in six brokerage offices ;mad
the Pose of a number of eouflictIng
statements regulating the progress of
the strike by °Metals of the union and
the tetegraph compasies. Both aided
claim they have woe the strike. The
telegraph companies are -Increasing
their forces end today have aMerger
of Otteratore workfng at
board of trade office then they have
Wad at any time since the strike
started
Camp at Desplaines.
Chicago, Aug. 20--Arrangemente
have been made to open a camp at
Derplainee for the strikers. It will Ise
called Camp Stick. According to the
*trite officia:s 70 per cent. of the
strikers are unmarried All who ran
will be urged to stop at the camp
Food and she:ter -will be gven until
the strike is ended.
Pre:iideut Small in his speech to
the Fteleratton of Labor delegivas
asked for volentery coatebutioos.
"Everything Ill. running so smooth-
ly,"- scull he. "sad the outlook is so
bright that we hardly know we ere
in a fight. We itave come to ask you
to aid tie by ve:untary contributions
We will begin a campaign Of educa-
tion in every city of the country. The
American Fericeation of Labor will
seed speakers to tbe meetings cf al;
unions for the purpose of acquainting
the members with the true facts as
to why we struck. No other werking
men or WOMon have suffered as
greatly as the operators. We expect
to rehire $2.000.000 *lthin the next
60 days."
A Pat on the Beck.
Cincinnati, Aug. 20. -Mr. Harry
Horn, third vice-Preeident of the C.
T, U. A.. at a mass meeting of opera-
tors yesterday, spoke in part as
To the women and men telegraph-
ers who stood bravely at their posts4
-in the San Franciseo earthquake: to
those who faithfully, worked night
and day continuously for a week af-
ter the great St. Louie cyclone in
1886; to those gaila,nt operators who
worked during national politieal con-
ventIons for dare and nights; to
those who worked continuously dui-
lug the Johnstown flood disaster, and.
In tacealaundreds of hundreds of
emergency calls by ()Metals of the
companies to their telegraphers who
answered faithfully, they gave them
a pat 9n the track and "I thank you."
'but the lowering of wages kept stead-
ily on.
Thee** condtCons tonficnted the C.
T. V. A. five years ago vitvm the% or-
ganised for the purpose of lifting
their comrades of the commercial
companies—they went bravely fprth,
shoulder to shoulder. and today yon
see one grand organisation of tele-
(Continued on page 4.)
REPORT CIRC_ULATED
ABOUT PASTOR'S CALL
_ I
It is reported on the streits that
the Res. Calvin M. Thompson, pastor
,of the First Baptist church, has been
extended a*Call to the pastorate of
the Twenty-second and Walnut street
Baptist church in Louisville. When
the late Dr. D. D. at was pastor
of thts'ehnrch, Dr. Thompson waft-as-
sistant pastor for many years and
made an excellent, impression on
the (Akers oft the (-Thumb. Ai -Dr.
-
W ttiNER (APTURED.
,Meielville, Pie, Aug, 20.—lit
4•4•11 in Crawford comity** big jail
William li. Wagner, 27 years
old, id Lisbon, 4.1., tonight lies
shivering, while Ii (rind, looked
ii determined mid armed
hirce. mantis Sheriff R. P. Mer-
an. Wagner is charged with
being the assailant of Anna
Whitehead, I I years old, daugh-
ter of Rev. It, B. Whitehall, Pas-
tor of the Greenville Methodist
Episcopal church. Th.. girl was
caugbe'hy A man scaterday right
deserved into the IAis,iIs, ;drip-
ped of all her clothing rind kept
priaseier all night by a fiend,
being bound to n t ree. --ent
mule, while the creature VI 110
held her cantive alePt. Site was
released Sunday  ning and
alaggered to her hi one Iii. OM' 1114111
than alive.
EN.10IN CINIOes,
Waaltington, Aug. 20.—A Mg-
niticant action ea.. begun in the
supreme court of the District of
Columbia today by J11111141 Van
-Cleave, pro-rade/it of the Nation-
al Association of Menufacturere
tat enjoin itissiniell it; ttttt perm. John
Mitchell mad other officers of the
American Federat hot of Labor
met sc‘erfil of its subsidiary or-
ganizations from using the boy-
colt and sir-cants! "await. fist."
BEEF' TRUST.
New York, Aug, 211.—The beef
trust has captured another rival.
It hits Necurcd a controlling in-
terval In the New York Butchers'
Dreamed Beef company, capitaliz-
ed at a million dollan., %filch
will be merged whit the trust
October I. The purchase price
is said to have been aliont live
millions. Some of the minority
stockholders do not approve of
the side Ind are helplesa.
HER DECISION.
Chicago. Aug. 20.—Miss Ella
Cousins, IN years old, is at the
hospital, dying front it bullet
wound below the heart. The girl
apeut-the night in her room try-
ing to decide bet a een In olovers
who wanted to marry her. Un-
able to make a c-holee, she finally
decided Co kill herself and made
the attempt early this morning.
T.tET'I4 ;MOTHER.
Columburi, Anse 20.—Taft la
mach worried about his mother's .
condition. /Ile will leave for
Cincinnati this evening to be the
guest of his brother Wednesday.
According to his Itinerary the
secretary Is to speak at Lexing-
ton, It)... Thureclay, but he may
be forced to change his pritus.
WEATHER FORECAST.
Showers this aftt.rm,4111 or tonight.
Cusytler Wednesday, Fair nod cooler
in east portion. Hatfield tengs.rature
SEEK FRANCHISE
FOR INTERURBAN
biencraleolltle,ii Will be Asked
for Right of Way. s
Seuthern Electric Promoters Visited
Mayfield •Together Venterday.
Return. •
ivIEET WITH ENCOl'ItitiE31ENT
Application will be made by the
Southern Electric Railway company
for a right of way into the city at the
next regular meeting of the council,
which is two weeks off. It is planned
foil the interurban car to come into
the buipness section of the city, but
the company has not decided defi-
nitely which route they will enter.
Yesterday Messrs, B. H. Scott, H.
H Loving, J. F. Harth and George
Hush, etockhotders, went to Mayfield
and looked over the city. AVhIle ;t
was not a pleasure trip, nothing will
develop front the trip immediately,
It was the first time all of the party
had been to that city together, and
they went to look over the franchise
and meet the . people. Everywhere
they meet with encouragement. By
the terms of the franchise work ntust
begin actively in two years, and be
finished in, five years. It is probable,
however, that the construction of
the interurban Hoe will be started
10 CENTS PEH WEEK
ATROCIOUS ('RI WE,
Camden, N. J., Aug. :sea—
Mrs. .inns Horner, wife of a
farmer, andLl'irtoria Natall were
murdered early today on the
farm I, air miles from hem. Hum-
ner was awakened and found ,
the fmrn on flre,_and viitli the
hired man went to the building
It. fight the flames. aiVtille so
employed a burglar entered the
hiscee and kilted tire Horner
and 'Miss Natal' with an ax. A
negro suspect was captured.
PANIC AT EIRE.
New York, Aug. 20.—.% score
of [tree were impel-Med today by
a direct attempt to burn a three.
story (mane tenement in Brook-
lyn. Paper, saturated with OIL
was placed in a corner and set
attire. A panic followed. The
arnants rushed 'to the street in
their night clothing.
Will Studa For Ministry.
Mr. Vaughan Dabney, son of Dr. A.- ,
Thompson anti hia family are spend- .S. Dabney, tite weit• known dentist,• Philadelphia, Pa., Aug. 20.—Be-
ing the month of August. in Newark, has decided to Study for the Minis- cause she refused to lend him money.
0., no verification of the rumor could try forsaking civil engineering He Agnes Dogan, aged 38 years, was
be made. Dr. Thompson has been will leave September 13. for Bethany. shot and killed by her brother John
pastor hefe one year, and has been rW. Va., to enter a theological school in this city today.. 
miss Dogan came-County Medicalsoctety holds outdoor
eminently sem-plen '-a'. of the Chejstien churoh. The young frot. h her home In Atlarrtic City otri
sessiona, and this season they have
An alleat ' ad -4.111a--4"rah' "34-1"ialfraWF1Moinnitia0weeedsefellete. the --Padtr,,11theetitte to -visit a frhanti of her tam- provetrespjoyable.:-Tbie Inenetair. -11
'believes ..Dr-rtirmiuson snm 'consider- cafe H1gb-litli"MrThtere- i‘lir• ago And ily nyefig in the central pai-t of the -number of Paducah doctors left In
tog leaving Padttrah. latter a course in State college at city., Her brother entered the isgasolinedwell-1 e tflera we
ILexingtou, and has been in the'em- dug -today and demanded money. A 
overland in • • buggfes Many took
Mr. Albert newtons, Pao Chip play Of the United States on the Mies- quarrel followed anti Dogan drew a 
. 
143111411, 
beast. 
big" ellegalted Croat D12011 IMOD' ria c, : their wives. A 
Ng picnic dinner pill• r '' • .' Menu- revolter add shot the woman through..
SPifbill. thn _, be a feature af the last 
outing.OU. 'He is
.... 
I 
pushed at conjunction.
LEASE LONGFELLOW
BUILDING FOR TERM
One Trustee Suggests Avoid.
ing Confusion Before Noll.
day Vacation.
Work of putting oo the roiof of the
nee' Idangfellow school building.
Twelfth and Jackson streets, was be-
gun today, and the last masonry of
any importance was completed. The
contractors, Lockwood & Tuttle, say
they will have it ready for the school
board by October 1. After that date
all the plumbing, heating plant and
blackboards and other necessities
must be installed.
Sonic trustees favor leasing the
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Like Regular Automobile Rail-
road Machine Acted I esterday
It was an unexpected and strenu-
ous ride that John Mockingheimer, a
popular Illinois Central machinist,
took yesterday afternoon in the Pa-
ducah Illinois Central yards. He
rode on "high eletrh•• several blocks
until a derailment of the vehicle he
rede preelpitatee him to mother
earth, ending the ride. )(making-
beimer cue-aped Injury. A railroad
automobile was sent here several
weeks ago from the Nashville divis-
ion to be repaired. The work does
not fall to general machinists, and
several men gifted In gasoline en-
gine work were set to work on the
job. Mockingheinter was invited out
to teat the machine. He saw it run
old Longfellow building. Fifth street perfectly on the wooden platform
and Kentucky avenue, until the end
of the first semester, which is about -
February 1. Doing this will save the FLAGMAN KNOCKED MRS. REHKOPF CLAIMS
confusion of transferring children
from the old school to the new in the DOWN BY SWITCH POST HER DOWER INTEREST
middle of -the term, and much inter-
ruption of work. This will probably
lie brought before the board at the
called meeting tonight and some ac- Climbed on His Caboose and Suit Instituted to
tioa taken. It Is probable the rent
will be about $1-00 a month,
test tracks, but when placed on e
main line it grounded in some wa,
34ocklaggheimer sat in the back Kea -
while companions; ran the marten.
It stopped. They got down to repa
it. when suddenly It started off agair
Mockingheimer, a heavy man, re-
fused to Jump, sad pretty soon was
howling along at a rate of speed suf-
ficient to cause envy in the heart of
the most earing automobilist. The
lone rider could not reach the shut-
off crank, and sat the machine until
it struck a closed switch at Eleventh
street and Broadway and was de-
tailed Mockinglielmer picked him-
self up and "hoofed" it back to the
shops, refusing to accept a return
trip in the balky railroad automobile.
Trestle Is Half Completed.
One-half of the trestle over island
creek has been completed by the
Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis
railroad, and the other half will be
finished by September 1. if no un-
foreseen delays are encountered. All
the track work has been completed
and when the trestle is completed
cars may be run to the door of the
glass factorY-
CHARGES SOLDIERS ____
WITH ATROCITIES
Missionary Refugee Says the
French Stirred Up Moors
to Rebellion.
.01•••••••••
Le:co r, Aug. 20. --
Atrocities too horrible to mention
and that disgrace to civilization; they
repreitented. are charged against
French and Spanish soldiers end
sailors at Casa Bianca to reach gag_ who it was.
lane. Holton declares the massacre
was detiberately arranged hy the 
French and the invasion of Casa 
M, 
CRACKEN DOCTORS
Blanca so arranged as to cause the
Moors t.2, resort to violence, thus gas-
Rode Away. Apparently
Uninjured.
Mg the Invaders an excuse for shoot-
ing down -helpless-natives and re-
sorting to terrible outrages against
the Moors.
Somewhere on the south end ofi
the Illinois Central tt flagman is!
thought to be nursing bruises, If not
broken ribs and otlftsr seri 3UM
wounds, although: I:linois Central!
hospital attaches have no report on
the matter t et. A broken iron switch
poet 1, evidence of a collision, which
would have lint the average man out
of conmessione but which is said to
have feazed the }Mimes Central flag-
man not in the least. Yesterday a
flagman ran to catch a caboose on an
outgoing train. His train stood sev-
eral hundred yards away, and be de-
sired to .save walking. He grasped
the fast flying caboose but his bold
was Cot firm enough.
The young manhebody struck a tall
switch post, made of iron and he
knocked it to the ground, and neces-
sitated eaaing out a section erew to
repair it.
Without erYing a word the flagman
arose, walked to his train, and weut
out on his Tun. He had not returned
today and those who witnessed the
accident at -a distance could not see
ENJOYING AN OUTING
Doctors of Paducah and hteCracken
county are at Metropolis handing to-
day enjoying the last summer outing
ot the season, and a big time Is being
had. -During summer the McCracken
Settle Her
Right to Property
Involved.
Snits for a theaer interest in $80,-
040 worth of property were filed to-
day in circuit court. by Mrs. Anna
Rehkopf, widow of the late Ernest
Rehkopf, against the America&Ger-
man National bank, Paducah . Tan-
ning company. W. R. Holland, and
H. A. Petter. -Three separate'- suits
are feed. She eTaims a dower inter-
est. because the property belonged to
her husband at bankruptcy, and that
she was not made a defendant, and
is still entitled. to her dower Interest.
The late Ernest Rekkopf was
forced into bankruptcy and bia prop-
erty sold. W. F. Bradshaw, Jr.,
bought in the tannery for $10,500:
W. R. Holland. the 'collar shop at
96,500, and one house and lot for
$3,000; II, A. Fetter bought three
lots and buildings on South Second
street, 'for $19,500. Mrs. Relikonf's
estimates of the. values are higher
than the sales prices and' follows:
Collar shop. $12.0u0; Fifth and
Washinjami streets residence, $5.-
000; tannery, $35,00u, and three
places on South Second street, $2)e-
000. Mr. Bradshaw turned the tan-
nery over to the bank, which he rep-
ressented, and the hank turned it over
to the Paducah Tanning company.
Ttri„s brings both the bank, Bradshaw
anndea 'the Tanning company into theu
FRANK NIETROFF IS
NOW DEPUTY JAILER
Work has berome so heavy about
the jail ttiat another assistant has
beers secured by Jailer Eaker. 'Mr
rrenit-Nedlitiff, of St. Johns. haw ac-
cepted a position aft deputy, and .i.)}111 C(101-1R fell fifteen feet
makes a watebful assistant at, the a
Man) prisoners are in the liiT. era street, In Meehan csn,trg, yester-
-Walker in Pusble'enieftain.
'CAMPAIGN OPENING
AT MAYSVILLE GREAT
Old Home Folks Greeted Hon.
A. E. Willson and Other
Candidates.
Neoliville. Ky.. Aug. 20.-The lion
August as K. Willson, Ittroublicas
candidate for governor of Kentucky
arrtred here shortly after noon yes-
terday to open the state campaign in
his native town, and In the home of
Senator W. H. Cox, candidate for
lienutenant governor.
In addition to Mr. Willson and Sen-
ator Cox, there were present a num-
her of the other candidates on. the
state ticket, including r. Ben Bru-
ner. candidate for se"retary of state;
Judge James Breathitt, of Madison-
ville, candidate forlattorney general.
and J. G. Crabbe, of Boyd, candidate
for superintendent of public instruc-
tion.
Mr. Willson was met at the depot
by a large delegation of citizens rep-
resenting all parties, as It had been
decided to make the occasion a gen-
eral "home-coming" welcome. A
large crowd from the surrounding
country and from the adjacent coun-
ties swelled the number of people in
town to splendid proportione
From the depot Mr. Willson was
drlven to the hotel where he held a
general Informal reception and after
dinner he made his way to the opera
house, where the speaking took place
ht 2 o'clock.
Long before the time, however,
for the meeting to be called to order
the crowd began to gather at the
house and when Mr. Wilison rose to
speak many people were Mending.
The reception given-M- Willson
was one of the'most cordial that has
ever been extended to any candidate
for office in many years-.
A special train from Covington
brought 300 people, one from Lex-
ington, fifty, 'itroi from Nshland and
way points, I
CHARLES CRAWFORD
IS CRITICALLY
Grahainville, Aug. 29 --(Spec-tail
--Mr, Charter; Crawford, 'a prominent
resident, of this place,. is seriously ill
of .congestion, and his friends have
little hope of his recovery. Several
times lam ,night he was so low that
hope was abandoned, but he rallied.
Today his condition is little improv-
ed. He la married.
Knocked Frem Buggy.
_ Mee Oscar Miller, of Littleville,
was riding in her buggy near Eliza-
beth street.on Sixth area yesterday
afternoon, when the vehicle was
struck by a street Car. She was
thrown to the ground and a rib on
her right side broken in the fall. She
was also severely bruited.
••••••••••••••••....•
window In Loftin's saloon on
and an. court will soon begin, it fair day afternoon. but escaped without
three to properly watch and ntanage i serigua Injury. He was sitting In
the prisontm. the wftdow When he lost hts Detente.
Must Emulate Puritan's Iron
Sense of Duty Under New
Conditions.
PRESIDENT ON HIS POLICY
Says He Will Root Out Preda-
tory Wealth and Protect
Honesty.
AT PILGRiM MONUMENT
Proiineeton, Mass . Aug
icsIdent Roottevelt laid the corner-
melt here today in the presence of a
Filgrilii memorial monie-s-tone of the
large gathering of people, among
villein were the descendants of the
aristocracy of New Englard. In his
speech President Roosevelt took up
the problems of government todayailhw
and said that we should approach'
them with the same unswerving de-
‘otion to duty that moved the purl-
tau. He said:
"It is not too much to say that the
event commemorated by the 'moue-
.-wirttsh -wte have come-lif1'6- to
dedicate was one of those rare events
whieh can in good faith be called of
world importance. The coming
hither of the Puritan three centuries
ago shaped the destinies of this coil-
tinett, and therefore profoundly af-
fected the destiny of the whole world.
Men of other races the Frenchman
and the Spaniard. the Dutchman, the
German. the Scotchman, and the
Swede, made settlements within what
is now the United States, during the
colonial period of our history and bri-
ttle* the Desiaration of independence,
and since then there has been an
tier-swelling immigration from Ire-
land and from the mainland of
Europe: but it was the Englishman
who settled in Virginia and the Bug-
lishwien who settled in histalusbasetts
who did most In shaping the lines of
cur national development.
"VVe can not as a nation be too pro-
foundly grateful for the fact that the
Puritan has stamped his Influence so
deeply on our national life.
"We have traveled far mince his
day. That liberty of eonscience
which he demanded for himself, we
now realize must be as freely ac-
torded to others as tels resolutely in-
sisted upon for ourselves. The splen-
did qualities which he left to his chil-
dren, we other Americans who are
not of Puritan blood also claim as
our heritage. You, sons of the Purls
tans, and we, who are descended
from races whom the Puritans would
have deemed alien—we are all Ameri-
cans together. We all feel the same
lpride in the genesis, In the history.
our people: and therefore this shrine
of Puritanism is one at which we all
gather to pay homage, no matter
from what country our ancestors
sprang
Our Danger.
-We tow, gained some things that
the Puritan had not—we of this gen-
eration, we of the twentieth century.
here in this; great republic; but we;
are also in danger of losing certain
things which the Puritan had and
which we can by no manner of means
afford to loose. We have gained a
joy of living which he had not, and
which it is a good- thing for every
people to have and to develop.. bet
us see to It that WP do not lose what
is more important still; that we do
not lose the Puritan's iron sense of
duty, his unbending, unflinching will
to do tifi3-i•iglit as it was given him
to see the right. It Is a good thing
that life should gain in sweetness, but
only provided that it does rot lost in
strength. Ease and rest and pleasure
ILL are good things, but only if they
come as the reward of work well
done, of a good 'fight well won, of
strong effort 'resolutely made and
crowned by high achievement. The
We of mere pleasure, of more effort-
less elope, is as ignoble for a nation
s for an individual. The man is but
a poor father who teaches his sons
that ease and pleasure should be
their chief objects in life, -the woman
who lea mere petted toy, Incapable
of serious porpoise, shrinking from
effort and duty, is more pit fable than
the veriest overworked drudge. So
to is but a poor leader of the people,
but a poor national adviser, wb,o
seeks to matte the nation in any way
subordinate effort to ease, who would
teach the people sot to prize as the
greatest blessing the chance to do any
work, no matter how hard. If It be-
comes their duty to do it,
"Our Ideals IihOtifd be high-, knd
front they should 'be 'linable of achieve-
mey_ merit in practical fashion; and we are
5 little to be escused It we permit
our ideals to be tainted with what 14
(continued ou Sixth Pip.).
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THE PAntreAtiffEvENIN6
DRIVES OUT BALL PARK Mt;
.RHEUMATISM PEOPLE IN PANICThe cante of Rheumatism Is a sour, acid condition of theiblood, broughtabout by inairestion, chronic constipation, and the accumulation in thesystem of refuse matter which the natural eliminative organs have failed tocarry out. This refuse or waste matter ferments and sours, generating uricacid which Is absorbed into the blood and distributed to all parts of the body,and Rheumatism gets possession of the system. Olie may also be bornwith a predisposition or tendency to Rheumatism, because like all blood dis-eases it can be tran4Mitted from parent to child. The aches and pains ofthe disease are ogly symptoms which you may scatter or relieve with lini-ments, plastera, blisters, etc., or deaden with opiates. As soon, however,as such treatment in left off Or there is any exposure to cold or dampness, orafter an attack of indigestion or constipation, the wandering pains, soremuscles and joints, and tender places on the flesh return, and the suffererfinds that lie has merely checked the symptoms while the real cause of thedisease remain," in the blood. Rheumatism can never be cured while theblood remains/ sitorated with irritating, pain -producing uric acid poison.S. S. S. cures Rheumatism by driving the cause out of the blood. It thor-oughly cleanses the blood and renovates the circulation by neuiralizing theacids and expelling all foreign matter from the system. S. S. S. Stimulatesand invigorates the blood so that instead of a weak, sour stream, constantlydepositing acrid and corrosive matter in the muscles, joints, nerves andbones, the body is soothed and nourished by rich, health-sustaining blood,which completely and permanently cures Rheumatism. - S. S. S. is composedof roots, herbs and barks which possess both purifying acid tonic properties-just what is needed in every case of Rheumatism. Book on Rheumatismsad medical advice free. THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA* GA.
Neither a rise nor a fall was reg.
istervd in the stage of the river since
Yesterday. The stage remains S.4,
but with the prospects of a fall to-
morrow. Weather clear, and freight
was moving at a lively clip all day.
TomorreW at noon it is hoped to
have the Bob Dudley off the dry
docks and ready for her regular trip
•0 Nashville.
The R. Dunbar arrived today from
Nashville with a good trip both in
passengers and freight.
The Disk Fowler left on time this
morning for Cairo, with a good trip
of freight. Every day 'Is a big one
with this packet, and with all the
freight down the river, is difficult
to return here any way near sched-
ule t:me.
Mr. H. H. Perry, secretary of the
Ryman line of steamers, is in the
city, looking after the repatra-oa.tbe
corn party's boat, theiflob Dudley
• 'The - Mary Michael arilved this
morning from the Hatachee river
with several barges of logs for Ional
mills.
The Blue Spot left this morning
for Tennessee, river after a tow of
ties'. For several days the Blue Spot
tried to get away, but every time
something would arise that prevented
the boat from leaving. .
Another show boat is schedi4d to
be at the wharf August 27. Advance
representatives have been to the city
arranging for the show.
The Royal left yesterday for Gol-
conda with a good trip, and this
motnIng sad another big trip on her
return.
The John S. Hopkins was the Ev•
ansville packet and as she is the first
packet down since Saturday. big buss
Mess was at every landing.
The Cowling made the regular
trips today, and had a good passen-
ger list.
The Invernees was preparing to
leave fm-the Tennessee river today
after a tow of ties.
.:The 1: TI out
au excursion last night. A good trip
was had, and the excursionists en-
joyed the outing
The Clyde arrived this morning
from the Tennessee river, and will
leave on the retard trip tomorrow
evening at G o'clock. The Clyde, '
usual, had a good trip, especially in
p lettom re pa rt
The Jim Duffy. Jr., is expected to
arrive some time today from the
Tennessee river, where she went for
a tow of ties. A cratk was found in
the shaft of the boat, and the engi-
neer said it was unsafe to try to
bring the tow to the city. The acci-
&set beimened at Saltine, and one re-
port recelved was that the wheel was
let Into/the river, but the °thee of the
Ayer & Lord Tie company gave out
no fetch reliort. The Pavonia left
yesterday for the river to bring the
tow to the city, and the Duffy will be
able to make her own way here,
where if needed repairs will be made.
, Official Forecasts.
The Ohio at Evansville and Mt.
ye:non, will fall slowly during the
nest St imam At PidtteIth 'Cid -Cairo
' slowly during -Usa-aext
hours.
The Tennessee from Florence to
the mouth, not much change during
the next 24 hours.
The Mississippi from be:ow SR.
Louis to Cairo, will rise during the
next 36 hours.
Why is sugar Sweet?
If sugar did not dissolve in the
mouth you could not taste the sweet.
GROVE'S TASTELESS CH I I.L
TONIC is as strong as the strongest
bitter tonic, but you do not taste the
bitter because the ingredients do not
apseave in the mouth, but do disaolve
readily in the acids of the stoinach.
Is lust as good for Grown People as
for Children, The First and Origi-
nal Tasteless Chill Tonic. The Stand-
ard for 30 years. 50c. 4
The coal consumption a head le
pester in England than of any other
country
The first use of a menu at a ban-
woo In • hack to I 0-'4
GUY NANCE & SON
Undertakers and Embalmers
211.213 S. Third Si. Paducah, Ky.
A Man is Known by the Tele=
phone He Keeps
Paducah people demand the best and we meet
demand. of the best people.
the
EAST TENNESSEE§  ,LEPHONE CO.
1 Now at the Kozy Theater
The Great Baritone Singer and
Mandolin Player
MR. OLLIE MACK
Late of Babes in Toyland' Co.
Monday and Tuesday, 19-20, Only
Lovers of good singing music, don't miss this
treat. The management has secured Mr. Mack to
fill these two dates at a big expense, so don't miss
it. Boy wonder will also sing, including pictures.
5 Cents to All
Mr. Mack will sing "You, You, You," "Good-
bye Sweetheart, Goodbye," arid
Chicago entot Prove Theni-
selves Heroes.
Twenty-Five Thousand People En.
gutted- ta Wave of Flab* maw
thinoke,
•
AT STEEPLE CHASE PARK.
it ulgeport, Conn . Aug 20 - -Chi-
cago I 043 received their baptism of
tire yesterday afternoon and proved
their heroism.
,Amid scenes of the wildest panic
and narrow escapes from death a
conflagration almost destroyed Stee-
plechaee park, which covers about
fifty acres of an island in the harbor,
v. bile women in silks and diamonds,
frenzied men and streaming children
fled into the ocean to seek refuge
from the pursuing denies.
More thau 25,1100 persons were in
the park when, as it were, a tidal
wave of fire suddenly swept through
the buildings in the center of the
park and apparently sealed the doom
of the vast multitude.
An instant later frensied throngs
(gashed toward the beach. There is
no bridge connecting with the main-
land, and as if by common' Inspira-
tion every one seemed to realize that
there could be no possible escape
from the fire except the waters of the
harbor, which, in turn, menaced the
holiday crowd with' death
Men, forgetting their wives and lit-
tle ones, plunged Into the waves and
swam to the mainland. The shrieks
of the whistles of the' tugs, the shouts
of the men, and the shrieks and
screams of the women and children
mingled with the rush and roar of
the -flames.
In scores of places at the same
time there were. distinct panics, but
none more appalling than that In the
ball park where the Chicago Natiohal
league team and the Bridgeport nine
were scheduled to play.
One Word Starts Panic.
Women were waving their handker
chiefs, men were applauding Ras...play-
ers and caOhng to them in jest when`
a dark wreath of smoke, coming from
some mysterious source began to
wind like a serpent through the am-
Fhitheater and out over the diamond.
F'or a few moments thIS crowd
seemed to watch It lazily and evident-
ly with indifference.
"Fire."
It was a boy's voice that called the
warning. which Instantly was taken
up by the men and women and grew
to a roar. Then there was the ehuf-
fLng of ten thousand feet and the
great grandstand creaked and swayed.
Scarcely had the stampede started
s hen women began to faint. The
men in the bleechers seemed not to
observe. this as with white, tense
fares they struggled toward the exits.
From, the field the members of the
two teams, who had suddenly been
transformed into amazed spectators
saw the peril. Racing to the amphi-
theater, they scrambled Into it with
one another's aid. Fighting back the
crowd, they shouted warnings to the
men and at the same time lift,rd the
women in their arms.
Players Stop Mob.
The appearance of the uniformed
players in the ampitheater seemed to
recall the spectators to their senses
and after the care was taken to see
that the Women were given right of
way to safety.
Meantime the flames had leaped in-
to the structure, bet fortunately at
a distance of 10 feet front the exits.
In ten minutes the site of the am-
pitheater was almost as hare as the
diamond, and yet in that astound-
ingly short-time the thousands had
*succeeded In making their way to
the broad fields beyond.
By various avenues through the
burning city the crottris made their
way to the beach and Joined the vast
army on the strand or in the water.
Dyealuite Peed.
Soon dynamite was being used, but
the fire sprung across the gaps.
spread rapidly and the flames, like
blazing giants leaping hurdles, raced
after the fleeing crowds.
The mammoth stadium surround-
ing the race track and covering about
seven acres, was roaring like a blast
furnace a few minetes after the first
alarm. The "earthquake house," the
dance hall, the skating 'rink anti the
whole empire midway were soon
hurning.
From the various places of amuse-
ments the actors and acrettaes, with
painted faces and attired In their
stage costumes, battled the pleasure
seekers and added a blues- touch to
the stempede.
A number of small cottages to the
east of the park disappeared like
tinder. The cottage of Robert Weber,
the caterer, was among the first de-
stroyed.
Boats to the Resieue.
Sleeping titers hurriedly put on
steam and crossed to the island. Ex-
cursion steamers. ferries and launah-
es and skiffs joined In the work till
the beaches were gradually emptied.
The earnest work of the volunteer
company was of little avail, but the
Bridgeport force was soon transport-
ed acrone to the 'eland by the ferry"
lionte and they mem had the- 4!4. na-afi -control,'
The 110.mbers of the Chicago !mole-
hall team joined the firemen and did
valiant Work, Captain Paul Boyntgo.
irtisrsiriAst SX"LF.MA Clita
Prescription of Ins D. D. Denali;
illeate doe oklu-Stany Cures
Reported.
The medical world is stirred by the
great number of eczema cures now
being effected with the, method die-
overed by a prominent sitih eiptetal-
1.4, Dr. D. D. Dengis of Chicago. Sev-
eral sears ago DP. Denis announced
to theinediglieworld that when the
eisin is diseased it is cu 'able through
the ski* alone, and that if the an-
"Vent is 14.1 good health otherwise, it
is nonsense to (lore the stomach of a
person atiffering from eczema, psori-
asis, or any kindred ailment.
„ Dr. Denteis compounded a prescrip-
tion of vegetable mixtures, perfectly
harrniels, soothing and refreshing to
the skid, and quickly eradicating the
disease. This prescription has now
been put up tn bottles and May be
xecured dtrect from drug stores.
k Many wonderful reports hate been
coming in from all palls of the coun-
try and some right froin this city. as
to the remarkable cures effected by
Dr. Dennis' prescription, especially
when it is used in connection with
D. D. D. Soap. This paper is able to-
day to print the following:
am leased to be able to Inform
you that two bottles of your Prescrip-
tion have effected complete cure of
the eczema which I have suffered on
the soles Of lily feet for several years
that was contracted in south Fiore
da."-M, B. Henry, 429 Watkins
street, Augusta, Ga.
The D. D. D. Prescription may he
had at R. W. Walker & Co. drug
store. Call and investigate-no One is
urged to buy. •
the famous swimmer, is Mr. Tilyou's
manager and he was also conspicuous
In the fight against the flumes.
A long string of arpbulauces and a
host of physicians had been promptly
summoned when the conflagration be-
came threatening, but their services
were not badly needed.
BASEBALL NEWS
&atonal brigra. -
R H
Brooklyn  - 3 6 I
Cincineati 5 8 1
Batteries - Pastorius, Bell, Ritter
and Bergen; Ewing and McLean.
St. 1.,otits   5
Philadelphia  2
Batteries - Corrodon and
IOU+, Kargol and Marshall.
—
H
8 2
7 3
Jack-
R H Z
Boston  1 13 2
Pittsburg  3 5 2
Batteries - Flaherty and Brown;
Lever, Ruggleby and Phelps.
RHE
Chicago  1 8 1
New York  " 7 3
Batteries - Taylor. Lynch and
Bresnahan; Lundgren and Kling.
Americas Leiria
is r
Cleveland  8 9 3
Philadelphia ......  10 14 2
Batteries -- Liebliardt, Joss and
Clarke; Waddell, Bygart, Bender and
Cower.
Ilt II 11
Detroit , 4 13 1
Boston  3 11 1, 
Batteries - Killian and Schmidt;
Young, Shaw and Crider.
Rifle
Chicago  16 16 1
Washington  2 10 7
RH II
St. Louis  1 3 1
New .York  4 2
Batteries - Glade and Stevens,
Orth and Kleinow.
SMALL BETS ON COAST BATTLE.
Wagering on Gans-Britt Affair Is
Mainly in Small Sums.
San Francisco, Aug. 20.--Rskeree
Welch, who is to officiate at the Gans-
Britt fight here September 9, has al-
ready had a talk with Britt regards
fug the fashion in which the men
must hteak in the ring and is await-
ing the arrival of Gans, who was ex-
pected here today. It is thought that
Gans will finish his training-In this
city.
In spite of the fact that the major.?
ity of followers of sport accept this
contest as likely to he on -its merits,
it is not thought that there will he
much betting on the Tamil What
wagering Is recorded is likely to
make Gans a mild favorite, probably
at 4 to 5 or 7 to 10. If any heavy
play develops his price will go dcawn
promptly, however.
Tom Corbett, who had a brief con-
flict, nigh the authorities because het
ran a poolroom near the arena of
the Squires-Burns go, has laid odds
of 4 to 5 against (Ins in a handbook
he is representing. He says, how-
ever, that the play has been entirely
in $2 and $5 bete and that here is
So Ind-re-num of heavy Wagers.
Britt is working more publicly
then on the occasion of his training
for the go with Nettion and seems to
be in fair shape. Ile goes through
sparring practice in prtroste, but does
some hard work lb public as well.
Ben Selig, who has attended to
agreements for Gans, says that the
champion Is likely to wager a small
totrarin hinteelf, hut that he deek gat
think Joe circa to plunge 'heavily, im
tench of his Money is tied itp in
HOSKINS IS FREE;
NIGHT IN DUNGEON
One Legged Man Who Kicked
Policeman, Punished
Prisoner in Police Court Charged
With Minor Offense, Accused of
False erwearing.
QVITIC HEAVY DOCKET TODAY.
W. W. Hoskins, the one-legged
psi:1,er who struck Patroomen Elfish
Cross In the face yesterday morning
at the Bitten station, and later kicked
him in the head 'While under arrest,
alit remember Pattie-ale vri idly,
When the prisoner reached the eolic.s
noitioe he was hustled dowr. into the
eltingeon ar.4 iscsit there a.. day yes-
terday, all last night, and until
brought into court this morring Con-
sidering this sailliclent penishment
and with the uuderetandleg that he
get out of town at once, Judge Cross
permitted liosains to leave a-,e, court
room this morning. It is thought
Hoskins was drunk on cocaine, sa-
loonmen having refused to sell him
a hisky.
Jim Doolin, who wakarrested Sat-
urday night at the city scales, while
acting in a disorderly in:timer, was
fined $100 and costs in the pollee
court this morning and the fine was
suspended on condition that he lease
the city and never collie back. Do_din
has caused the police no end of trou-
ble for several years.
Ed Holland. colored, was fined $50
and costs for beating Sorrell& Het,
colored'.
Other cases: George CartwrignI
colored, obtaining money by fate's
pretenses, dismissed; W. S. Parker.
flourishing a iestol, dismissed; Si
Shelby, colored, gaming, $20 and
Mists; .Dink William colored.. Pots-
Milting a cow to run at large. _
d costs; Joe Scales, collated,
drunkenness, $1 and wigs; Will Jen-
kins, colored, mistreating a horse
and keeping it overtime. $3 and
costs, Panhandle Pete, colored, petit
larceny, continued.
Charged With False Swearing.
Charged with petit larceny, which
would not at the most have
more than a year's imprisonment In
the county jail, Jake Bonds swore di-
rectly opposite to other witnesses
this morning, and as a result will
have to stand trial for false swear-
ing. •
Bonds was arrested at the instance
of Charles Curtis, who charged that
In Memphis several weeks ago, he
went into a store to make purchases.
leaving an extra pair of trouser!! and
a coat on the counter, and that
Bonds, whom he readily recognized
Walked in, picked the garments up
and walked out before he could de-
tain him. The clothes found on
Bonds' boat in this county, were
brought Into court and identified as
those stolen from Curtis. Bonds
swore that he had never seen Curtis,
did not know anything about the
clothes, and was Innocent of any
charge.
Police Judge D. A. Cross held
Bonds over to circuit court for petit
larceny, and after court adjourned
issued a warrant for false swearlpg.
Bonds will stand trial for false
swearing tomerrow. His bond in the
case has been fixed at $4`00.
a
•
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More Than $25,000 in Prizes!
A State Fair ribbon has the backing of the Counnonwealth of
Kentucky. It's • trophy with a big value, aside from the money
that accompanies it.
Lowest Rates by Rail and River,
You Just Can't Afford to Miss It!
Come and bring all the folks and the attendance will be swelled
to the much desired figure: a quarter million in six great days.
See our new grounds and new baildiags costing 8275,000 steel
and concrete grand stand; laiMalOth exhibition haraei fastest trot-
ting track in the world!
Trotting, Facing. Running laces Daily!
10.1111/1.....4111111r.
An amusement program running way into thousands el dollars.
united with an exhibition plan never before attempted.
SEPT.16-21,1907.
LOUISVILLE. 
Capt. Knabenshue in his passenger-cerrying airship the mare,'
of the century with gaily flights and exhibitions and a night rids
in the sir guided by • search-light!
&liken races- the most exciting of aerial sports:: and a captive
balloon I
Sensational acrobatic acts free each day
And the world's greatest liviag color page of amusement enter-prises.
Pain's famous Manhattan Beach lire works and the gigante
pyrotechnic spectacle, -Eruption el Vesuvius." actual reproduction
of the awe-inspirisg calamity el PM, given nightly in the infield,
is front ol the grand stand.
Three concerts daily by flatlet° and his premier band of fiftyartists from the "Land of Music."
Remember the Kentucky State Fair was created by the lIentsckyLegislature sad is given under the auspices of the Kentucky Stale
&mod of Agriculture.
Write ler catalogue and illustrated descriptive book.
It. T. MMES, Secretary, Louisville.
Ske Alteitaut Well. But—
mks Ds Flash-omit! This is noth
log. Tomorr.ov I'll show you how to
cover the ground.
Dunn Brewn-lf it d-don't happen to
Ire eeyering us.- -Illustrated Bits.
Western Mew. Tournament.
Minneapolis, Minn., Aug. 20.-
Many promittent chess experts are
gathered at Lake Minnetonka to
compete this week for valuable troph-
ies and the championship of the west-
ern chess association. The asset%
Gott embraces the states of Indiana.
Ohio, Michigan, Wisconsin, Ken-
tucky, Illinois, Iowa, Minnesota.
North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebras-
ka, Kansas, Montana, Wyoming and
Colorado, and In Canada, the provinee
of Manitoba.
----
.,„At the (hophouse.
Mary had a little lamb,
But later said with grief
That if she'd known how dear it was
She would have ordered. beef.
Todny Indla has 4,000,000 reboot
children. Fifty years ago only 150,-Prime real estate Inverdmente in Bel- (MO native children Were biking edn-tImetre, 
•
/ a
Autographs tied Holographs.
"An hutograph," said an antiqua-
ry, "Is worth nothing," while a holo-
graph may be worth $1,000 or more.
An autograph of a man Is his simple
signature. His holograph is one of
his signed letters, and its value de-
pends on its interest.
"Some men are such fools that they
k autographs valuable and holo-
graphs worthless.-
"1 know a man who found in his
grandfather's chest slot of important
letters of Franklin, Washington,
Aaron Burr, Hamilton, Andre and
Jefferson. He read these letters; then
cents apiece or thereabouts. For the
letters in their entirety he would
have got from $101) to $500 apiece.
"By this loss of about $241000 the
man learned the difference between
an autograph and a holograph." -
Philadelphia Bulletin.
Edgitr--"Didn't the cook like us"
Kunhemia---"Oh, yes; she said that
she liked us all light, but that we
have to economize so that she could
not respect us."-Puck.
•
Vacations are called "outings.'
probably because those who indulgehe burned them, first eut hug out the in them are ape to find themsell-misignatures. ibadly out of pocket before they are"For the signatures he got 50 through.
•
Notice to Customers
All buzz fans to be rewound
for the new current should be,
at our office, 4(16 Broadway,
before September 1. A charge
of $4 each will be made for all
fans sent in to be rewound
after that date.
The Paducah Light & Power Co.,n
9,
e.
Pt- TTTRDAY, tram, 91). es ea
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In Warm Weather
I/hull is as delicious as a irvbli
orange, and as soothing as can be
to the weak, irritable stomach. It
Coaxes back lost appetite, improves
digestion and cicates strength
throughout the whole system. We
strongly recommend Vinul to all
%vim:tette weak and run-down from
any cause,-a-particularly to delicate
women and children, old people
and for those who have pule, eery
totibles.• Money back if you try
Vinol and are not satisfied.
W. It. StePHERRON, Ilreggist.
REPLY TO BRYAN
thew tree:lily. He denied that they
wets Socialistic, but were framed JO
defeat Socialisml. the railroads, net
IS MADE BY TAFT 
Mr4.triftcotiovseeeleltiswiaetrioe07sponsible for
Favors Tariff Revision on Pro-
tective Lines.
Swollen Fortunes and Trusts,lof Mo-
nopolistic Treident Begeth e
Surgery.
OPENING OF HIS
t ___ __ 
..
WOMAN CONQI'lltst BUI.I. BY Ceinnthes, 0.. Aug. 20.---9ecreteryDASHING PErelet IN RICIsee, of War Taft had an mantel last
-- 7 fright on the eccesienThf his address, 
WhitingtoN. J., At 10.—Bet for before. the Mackeee Republican club,tie 
the nerve of his wife, George Seaman and he spoke nearly two hours, di.-
would probable have teeth fatally in- cea-ilng very telly nearly all the im-
portant questions which have been
jured by a bull he bought a 'few days
before the people of the country orago. The antatal.was running loose
in. the barnyard, when It, turned on :ale likely to ceme before them In the
camMr. Seaman and ituocked him down next Pain.
,ond an cne horn into his arm. I After referring to some of the
The farmer lost conecioasness from good effects of the rate bill, the aid-
the blow ahd was helpless at the t tude of the country toward it, de-
bull's feet, when Mrs. Seaman, withiciating that Mr. Bryan erred in say-
r can of red, pepper in baud, came to :rig that the court review feature was
the reecue, and, throwing the dere la restraint ution the commission, the
stuff into the eyes of the anlmaa l seeretary _pointed out that 
ments
amend-
blinded it so that she was able to drag' were needed to Make the bill_
tser husband out of danger. more effective, netably one relating 
 — to classification, another to prt e r
over capitalization, against the ie
chase of stock :u competing lines end
Joint directors and others. The law
and the propoeed amendments were
not socialistic. •
Objections to Government Ownership
I am opposed to governmeet own-
ersh i p—
First. because existing government
railways are not managed with either
the efficiency Or economy of pr:vate-
ly managed roads and the rates
charged are net as low and therefore
not as -beneficial to the public;
Second, because It would involve
lin expenditure of certainly twelve
billion iiii. dollars  to acauire . the in- Pa.1.___No -era/Lary establiahmeat -forteretate esollare,ya end the ereateem_at the enitivat+fin_for Ike_ art. eseesee
-an enormous national debt. tive of arts is this coffeent printeryThird, because it would place in No commonplace 'type of typo worksft.the hands of a reckless exectitive a there. lestead of the familiar ink-power of control over business and stained expert of the stick, time post--poi:Urn that the Imagination canHe--Yes. I always put my whole hardly conceive, and would exposeheart Into a love affair
flrii feneular institutions to danger.See-Yes. and you usaally put year 
The speaker favOes railroad agree-/Oat in it.---New Yore Work!.
• went If sabluittod to and approved
Fstel
The sump in Wall street was pot
due to the president's policies, Roose-
velt trusted In -lbe people and in in-
dividuals mid he believed in a strong
and efficieut government, white Mr.
Bryan's theories were based on dis-
trust of individauls and a failure of
representative government. Bryan
seeks judicial procedure that ell re-
strain the ereelthy wiongdoer but
will give freedom of action to the
lawless psor. Mr. Bryan would estab-
lish a nerveless* government which
%voted so hamper the individual en-
tareed with executive power as to
remeetoe. render him pcwerless Of sestet au-
thority against wiongloerir of any
elan. The referendum is absurd as a
national policy.
Protective Tariff.
The present business system of the
country rests on the protective tariff
and any- attempt to change it to a
free trade basis will certainly lead
only to disaster-It is the duty of the
Republican party, however, to see
to It that the tariff on imported ar-
ticles does not exceed substantially
the reasonably perntatent differential
between the cost of production in the
foreign countree and that in the
United States, and therefore when
changes take place in the condition's stun would involve. More than Gil,
1of production likely to produce a full time should be given lot the up-
very large reduction In the cost of eration of a new tariff upon the bust-production in the United States, It IS ness of the country before the proms
Grua that echedulee be n--examined express their opinion of it.
Nuns as Printers—Art Preservative
Flourishes in American Convent
by the commission; frightful loss ofMaisie Typewriter. life &monk employes-4,000 killed„ Laurette Kremer, of Vienna, has end G5.000 injured in one year—eall-revelated a "music types riter." With eel for stricter government aupervi-the aid of this instrument the •cont- seen. The new law made a uniformposer may Produce a typewritten rule for liability of railways to em-et-roll -without-the troeble of malting tisoyes abolinhing the fellow servantthe rharacters by hand. All that he liaws. and will lead to a settlement ofhas to do is to place tithe-elf at the
piano and give free play to his crea-
tive fancies. Kvery stroke upon the
keys is registered in regular musical
characters upon the* paper serail
wound upon a drum. The machine
cperates through a system of electric
tontacte with the piano keys. The thew.
and so come so the subject ofregistering apparatos, %rehab ressem- Trusts. The combination of capitalb:es an ordinary typewriter in size in large pleats to manufacture goodsmay, in order to remove discordant with the greatest eel:looney is just asrounds, be placed at a distance from nemee,,,,,ey as the assembling of thethe team evh In an adjoining parts of the machine to the econom-teem.- Youth's Companien, teal sold name rapid manufacture of
-what in old times wee made by band.
The government should not interfere
ilar,jp,Or LeVIF
claims without lawsuits.
As to Times.
"I pass now from railway regula-
tion and the abuses arming in the
discharge of a public Unction to the
evils which have grown cut of the
comb:bottoms existing In privete bus-
xith the one ny more than the other.
,In the proper operation of compete
tha
1 .the manufacturer the advantage inHEAD-ACHE
lowered prices. When, however, such
n the public will soon share with
I4 combinations not only lower tbecost
POWDFASig i to themselves, but arettble to controlI the market and maintain or raise the
.old prices the public derives no beue-byTherrewsWevingtetsbapain
:11t tail is helpless in the hands of a
.............................. mew / monopoly."
) Ail
Price 10c Igregation St all plants in one 'owner-
, 
The speaker held that a mere eg-
D rue it i
..... _. _., ,,,,...4 ship does not suppress competition;
secret rebates were most effective to
maintain monopoly.
Replies to Mr. Bryan.
- "Mr. Bryan asks me what 1 would
do with the treats. I answer that Ii
would restrain -unlawful trusts with
all the efficiency of injunctive pro-
eetes and would putakh with all the
severity of criminal proserutidn ev-
ery attempt omthe part of aggregated
capitol through the illegal means I
have described to suppress competi-
tion.
"Mr. Brryan is continually asking
why have some of the managers -Of
unlawful Inlets have not been con-
seed and sent to the penitentiary"
sympathize with him In his • wish
...at this aray be done, because I
link that the Imprisonment of one
two would have a most kerathi
rTect throughout the reentry; hut
em without such imprisonment I
s :ieve that the prosecutions which
e now on foot and the injunctions
, tech have-already been Issued, have
Lad 'a marked effect on business
methods. Oneereason for the small
,! timber of entences of imprison-
-ell I: trust prbeeentions is that the
eielatioas of unlawrill trust methods
out dishonesty have been chiefly
made known in secret rebates and as
I hare already said, the Elkins act,
until amended byi the rate hill, only
peetecrilied fines as a mode of pun-
lahMent in mph eases."
, Isworne Tax, c
Mi. Tart idioliti of the 0-171 cif moll
len farthest _and favored legislation
having a tendency to divide such for-
tunes, which should not be conftscia-
tory, but to discourage their accumu-
lation. This, he said, Was not Social-
istic. The beat remedy would be se-alp clean..-
.foe d In state legislation, and grad-  Inept ,,pop lhoreengenteikeld ,
erliti Tiler.% lvaaing d-rugaists. Two 'sizes.' hilt' and
tendency to redtMetrli' rirei:ve V11-117481.00. Send 10c In stamps for sam-
acctimulailon of enerrnotte wealth. pie to The Herpielde Co, Detroit,
B. Merhersote i3pecial/The 
speaker reyeewed President mete W.
RtrisevelUs polides and concurred In Aiwa
4 -. 0-
DR. JAMES
CURE
For sale rut! Lzoaranteed
N. B. M'PHERSON
Lantz's
Kidney
Pills
Cure Absolutely
Guaranteed
50c
The success of Lantz Kid-
ney Pills is wonderful, and
fully verify our jnilgtamt in
guaranteeing them es a sure
cure in kidney troubles.
They come in 50c boxes
and a written guarantee is
given with each box. •
Why- gaffer *bin -relief can
be had f
WILL J. GILIMa
Both hoses 11
Fourth and Broadway
What deeply interesting doings are 'the visits of famous personages, is
hidden from the world by the gray
walls of the various religious edifices
cludint Queen Elizabeth, with p.
tures of the ruins and the restorate
throughout the land: Who would of the apchint structure were se,
ever suspect that a complete printing
and publistines house was cootained
In the convent home of the Sisters of
the Holy child Jesus, a beautiful re-
treat at Sharon 11111, Delaware county,
lions at the frames are' occupied by
grave-looking sisters, who deftly pick
up the type with fingers that are
barely visible because of the envelop-
ing folds of the wide-sleeved habit or
the order.
from Englenet. The nuns
at work ,on this volume t
months, and no one has been p.
milted to see the book, or will
'milli it hes been seen by the s
porters of the-order its England. - It
• *aid -to be' a neaut iturlIFOZIMIT. or
illuminated printing, with attractive
Initials and marginal notes in red let-
tering. It is bound in a ffexible brown
cover, with the title stamped in old
English gold letterlase The work is
Illustrated by many tine engravings.
Massif Week &slimly.
There is no typesetting machine in
this printing office. 'Mere is no need
for one. in the gray old building,The hues of the women who work rooted in a quiet park far front theat the cases are almost hidden be- tush of commercial life, the nuns areneath the big, black velle, atel as they serenely Indlffereut to the demand ofbend back end forth in reaching fo-r Ithe age for time-saving devices thatthe type the cruelfixes at their waists cultivate speed at the expense ofswing in rhythm to tfie movetnent. eureelaushoe They have plenty of
At the compositig table other black-elute, and they must do work thatveiled sister, are busy making uplshall be artistic and neat in appear-forms and correcting mistaken, while
in one corner a black-robed figure is
'reeding a press run by a small engine,
Where Cleanlittem 80411.11.
In still another particular does this
curious pi-inting office differ from the
conventional one familiar to workers
at the ease. It is scrupulously clean.
There is no litter, no ink-stained Yur-
'there, no junk of any description. It
Is a marvel of a printing office, and
the skeptic familiar with the appear-
ance of the average typographical es-
tabliehment might refuse to take it
seriously were it not for the direct
evidence at hand In the shape of-
beautifully-printed specimens of the
work done by the convent typos.
Nothing is for sale at this publish-
ing house. The nuns work only for
the purpose of supplying the needs of
their own order. The book that is
now on its way to England, and of
which only one copy remains in this
country, is a beautifully printed rec-
ord of the origin and Progress of the
order, entitled -"Ye Historic of Ye
Olde Palace of Mayfield, Sussex."
Ma3lIeld is the "mother balmy" of the
order in England.
Although reeponeible to the local
representative of the Vatican. the or-
der is primarily an 'English one, the
Mother! general of the Sisters of the
;ply etviid. Mother Mary Frances, flir-
ter at elsg;Mayfietd convent, in Eng-
land. la iraa by the direetiott of the
mother geoeral that the history of the
order was prepared, printed and
bound at els. Sharon Hill convent.
While visiting the convent the mother
general was delightd at the skill dis-
played by the sister printers, and the
commissioned Mother Mary Philip,
the chief prieler, to prepare what was
intended to be the-Maaterpteee of the
establishment. Facts were furnished
aboutaheidatoelc pahtee of Mayfield
whkh tarried file histore back into
tie ' od the records of
PROMINENT pRors,E.
Testify tee the Isflicacy of the New
scientific Dandruff Treatnient,
A. E. teenier, Denver, says: "Herp
icicle has made may hair grow rapid-
ly.
Mrs. AeGuerin, Great Falls, Mont.,
says: "I fled Herplcide an excellent
dandruff enre."
H. Greenland, Portland, Ore.. Says:
".Newbto's Nertecide stopped my hair
tallin_g out." _
J. D. Israel. Nortoo, Wash., say*:
"iierpielde has eompletely cured
dandruff."
Charles Brown, presidett First
tional Bank, Vancouver, Wash., as,
"Iterpleide is noted for keeping the
rr-r
arid It excessive thee•they be reduced
so. as to bring them wales the !tetti.
ticatioa for the rule, by which the
arn'ount of tariff to be imposed un-
der the proteetive syste nes properly
determined."
The smoker said there was a temp-
tation.to montepuly in rates exceeding
the protective prine-1-Pre, apdatimit-
tee that Willy schedules are exces-
sive. He cited's vete by an association
of manufacturers having 1,800 mem-
ber!. 55 per cent, of whom whined.
revision. He said this should bring
the matter before congress. He said:
"Objection ie made to revision on
the ground that we are enjoy lug bus-
iness prosperity, that the; will be din
turbed by a Proposal to change the
tariff, and that we should wait until
hard times befote we revise. I cen-
not follow the argument. The revi-
sion proposed Is to be a departure
front the protective principle, but i
conformity with it..
But the speaker favored deliteltig
revision till rafter the next presiden-
tial election., sayeng:
"Those uf us who favor immediate
evlzion can well -afford to wait until
after the next presidential election,
in order to secure substautial segue
eseenoe by all Republicans. Certain-
ly a delay of within for 18 months
ought to furnish a toason for no pro-
tectionist to invite .the certain busi-
nese disaster that Democratic revi-
&nee.
As in medieval times, the monks
and nun.a preserved arts that the in-
different world outside the walls
would have permitted to fall 106 dis-
use, so these sisters of Sharon Hill
will probably be the means of per-
petuating.the finest features of the
art of printing which are tailing more
and more into disuse in this hustling
age. At4 the sisters teach school and
the &Was who have oharge of the
printere take a pride in imparting
their kauwledge to the targer girls
who tome to the convent for educa-
tional Instruction, it is likely that
from this typographical establishment
there will come students who will in
turn spread the knowledge acquired
and so keep alive the most bielutiful
example of the art
Although the order Is an English
one, the s'Isterhood of the Holy Child
was fOUllded by an American. Madam
Connolly, who formerly resided in
Philadelphia. She was a convert to
the Catholic faith.. While in Rome
she met Pope Pius IX.. who outhor-
lit d her to establish in England a
new sisterhood for teaching. The
order has flourished in England, but
the membership Is comparatively lim-
ited in the United States, The most
important branch is that at Sharon
Hill. Girls 'ares'sent to this convent
from all parls•of the country, for it
has attained a reputation for schol-
astic training that is as wide as the
nontinent.-- Philadelphia Record..
Oats War to FliTcr0 11111111*
The Lover-11u afraid I can't rive
witho t,tuth;:rT ie why
'don't you marry
,ber Lad see? Tlitladelphitt_Pre.sa. --
Orator (excitedly t—The Atnerlettj
)e, whether it is, roaming the des-
efts of India or climbing the forests
te' Canada, will not draw in Its horns
01'fetire into its shell -- Independent.
-SaLIA-1.110-guia.atia-aar
an imp, to take a little leave,ua
der. the leaves,
•
He is lifted In blessing who lifts
another's burden.
•
•
Send a Copy of -
THE DA IL Y SUN
To a Friend One Year
for $2.50
'WE are making a special mailing
T Y rate of $2.50, payable in ad-
vance, for The Daily Sun, which al-
fords you an opportunity to remember
your relatives or friends very nicely
with what it virtually a daily letter
from home.
Phone 358
And the Paper Will Start
At Once.
•
Home: tie' ENDI.Exis.
 -4—
Judge Advocate General Porter is -
in Favor of Restoration of Canteenetes-
The lads managers of the Home el
appreciation the to:-
the Friendless wish to empress their
hanks and  
l
lowing contributions mettle them in
June and July.,
To Mr. A. 'Franke and Mr. Sol
Pieper for $21 collected by them midi
turned over to the managers; Mr.
eorge Weikel, cash $10; Mts. Wm
Nagel, cash $5; Captain Illerry of the
Ayer-Lord Ti. Co., eash $2.50; Mr. J..
West Troutman collected caab $2.70;
Mrs. Tucker, cash $1; Ruck Shoe Co.
six dofen pairs of shoes: 'Evergreen
Circle of Woodmen of the World, 7
pair shoes, 1 dozen pair hose e First
Presbyterian Sunday school, 55 Ths
of Officer: Women's club, basket of
cakes and pies; Chautauqua associa-
tion, admittance to_Chautuqua; Trac-
eon Co. traneportation to Chautane
qua and 100 car tickets; C. L. Brun:
on, preparing of flower beds and
donaeon of a number of Plants;
E:'-et cc Light company, lights; 
ter company, water; Mr. E. p. (bi-
son. I gallop paint; Mr. Luis Clerk,
groceries; Mr. Frank Parham, absket
of peaches; Mr. James Gish, quanti-
ty of milk -end treat for children; Mr.
Claud Russell, daily supply of milk;
P. Stutz, tee cream; Mr. Will Rieke,
table linen: Langstaff-Orme, lumber;
Riley & Cook, pictures of childred:
Nagle & Meyers, repairing of cheek;
Mr. Andrew Moberly, fruit and milk;
Mrs. J. I.. Friedman, clothing, milk
and vegetables, etc.; Mrs. Reuben
'Loeb, clothing and -toes; Mrs. Adolph
Well. clothing: Mrs. R. B. Phillips,
clothing and milk; Mrs.Rettben How-
land, eloth;ng: Mrs. Victor Voris,
clothing:. Mrs. W. H. Coleffien, cloth-
ing and flowers; Mrs. H. R. Robert-
son, provisions; Mrs. Earl Palmer,
provisions; Mrs. Henry Well, wine
and fruit; Mrs. Sol Dreyfus, clothing:
Mrs. r. C. Covington, treat Of cretin
for_all children; Mrs. John Wicker,
one day's sewing: Mrs. L. F. -Cobb,
clothing; Mrs. Will White, clothing
and toys; Mrs. W. II. Bradley.. cloth-
ing; Mrs. Ed Rasch, toys and cloth-
lug; Mrs. Leonard Janes, clothing and
toys; Mrs. George -Edwards, pre-
serves and fruits; ldlea Zula Cobble
millinery. The butchers and mallet
people have been very liberal in their
contributions, for which the marrig:
era or very thaukful.
Supposed Dead Man Protests,
Vienna, -Aug. 20.--Johann Kovacs,
a railway station porter at Bihar in
Hungary, had a narrow escape from
being dissected alive. Two days ago
he fell unconscious while at work and
watt taken to the hospital. The doc-
tors pronounced him dead, and a
post-mortem was decided on, for
Which all preparations were made.
The body was put on the dissecting
table teed a lecture was delivered
over it to the students before the
body was opened. At the title prick
of the knife Kovileil awake with 11
start, and as soon as he realized his
Position, endeavored to assault the
entgaixo Atha held tete diseect ing
He was restrained by the other doc-
tors. 
qf
The Passengee—"Ilow dare you
use such terridte language to the
poor horse? The Cabinan- •Can't help
It, Ma'am; but If you was a real la-
r. -.2..6.
Harper's Weekly •
Monet may talk all, riplit--bot its
remarks are not always worth re-
peating
•
W
- — - ' - -r. • - ' - •••''' " -Dual report of Acting Judge Advo-
rate General Porter shows that there
was a .decrease of 683 Au the number
of courts-martial in the army dur-
lug the lastelliscal year. The tote,
number was 3,913, including 32 OM-
re's. 23 of whom were convicted.
Among the enlisted men by far the
greater number of courts-martial tri-
•• " ...,-,' ••• , •••,..... 5 ...n a alUtaallr uptin
his discharge at an appraised, va.ue.
thus emphasising the feet that the
war department regards the uniform
Outliner issued to e soldier for his
use in the milibary service as the
property of the United &twee io the
same rense as his horse, arms or ac-
orautremere
trewebereihognhoacciessountthincif e
1. de01 
rtion 
1. 
casea: 
and 73z eases of absence without
leave.. Four officers were dismissed
by sentence, as against 14 last eear.
The report dwells upon the evil
results foltowIng the passage of the
anti-canteen act, whirl, it Is sal&
"has undatibtedly eauseel thee location
near military reservations of resorts
for the sale of Intoxicating liquors,
which pander to the appetites and
Mr. Ilulwrisaint liniei..%..I
-It is reported that Mr. s
ertaon, the well known 1.
er and former member of L:ir
board, Is much better amd will in a
few weeks be able to leetVe Hopkins-
vale cured. ill healtk and a **diesel
break down front Overwork, caused
his mind to become disordered and
by his Own request he Waai twat to
the aaelunt.
passions of the enlisted nuke who.
largely by reason of the prohibition
in
Only a foul take* eaperience for a
road instead of a guide.queetien, frequent the same. These
resorts beyond the ---are control of thei
military authorities, and their prese
puce is highly detrimental to wintery
discipline. If such legislation (pro-
hibiting selloons within one and
eighth miles of a military post) we .
foilowed in all states the eff...
would undoubtedly be conducive e 1
military discipline and reduce ths
number of courts-Martial trials f
offenses due to drenhenness."
Attention is celled to the continue
lace of the practice of selling clo•.
log issued to enlisted men, in sy,
of the efforts looking to its stiptes
sion and it is suggested that the line
It of putriehment should be increased
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h.utered at Use postune.0 at Paducah.IL.Y., a. seeoud class matter.
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TRIG DAILY SUN
Kt eerrier. per week .41 .10ily loft'', par month Is advance... .11by wan. per year, in advanc•....111.60Tun WEAKLY sUNPer year, tv mail, posse paid-11.90Address TRW 813K. Paducah- Kr-
Dees, Ill South ?birder Phone US
Payne A 'Young. Calms° aud MewYork. representatives.
_
Tilt NUN can be found at the follow-ing placer:
R. D. elements & Co.
Van Culla Dreg.
Palmer 'louse.
John WIthelm.
I
11 1..so‘l, AUGUNT Wt.
(IftIt Li 11011 NTATK312NT.
Jell, 11007.
..---..—
I 3920 17 3903
2 3s95 lb 3900
1 3896 19 3914
I, 3906 20 3939
6 3914 22 3929
7 3909 23 3923
0 1904 24 3930
10 3990 25 3919
Ii 3878 26 3930
Is 3935 27 3138
13 418 29 3906
15 39\1-1 , 30 3899
111 3900 31 38113
Total 101,923
July average  3,920
Personally appeared before me,
this August 2, 1907, E. J. Paxton.
general manager of The Sun, who
antrum that the above statement of
the circulation of The Sun for the
month of July, 1907, ts true to the
beet of ills knowledge and belief.
PETER PURYEAR.
Notary Public.
My commission sepses January
22, 1908.
Daily 'Thought.
"No great things are don3 th.3.41
who are unwilling to tske pains with
little things."
THE REPUBLICAN TICKET.
For Governor—Augustus K. Will-
OM, of Lewisville.
For Lieuteuant Governor—W. H.
01)1, of Maroon county.
For Attorney General—James
Breathitt, of Christian county.
For Auelitor—Frauk P. James. of
'Mercer county.
For Treasurer--Capt Edwin Far-
ley, of MoCrecken county.
For Secretary of State—Dr. Hen
L. Bruner, of Hart county.
For Superintendent of Public In-
structiea -J. S. rabbe, of Boyd
wanly.
For Commissioner of Agriculture
se-N. C. Rankin. of Henry county.
For Clerk of Court of Appeals—
Motor Adams, of Pulaski county.
Fur Legislature—George 0. Me-
Broom.
Mayor James P Smith
City Atiorney....Arthur Y. Martin
City Treesurer John J. Dorian
City Clerk George Lehnhard
City Jailer George Andrecht
City Tax Assessor...Harlan Griffith
Aldermen--T. C. lotech. Harry R.
Hank, G. M. 0lf6lechlaeger, Jr., C.
H. Chamlitlin, W. T. Miller.
Councilmen— Second wart Al E.
Young; Third ward. C. I. Van Me-ter; Fourth ward F. s. Johnston:
Fifth ward, S A 11111, Frank Mal-
sir; Sixth ward, W. L. Bower.
School Trustees— First ward, W: M.
Karnes; Second ward, W. 39 Hills;
Third ward, H. S. Wells and
J. 11. OA mum: Fourth ward.
Dr. C. G. Warner and C. (3. Kel-
ly: Fifth ward, I. 0. Walker;
Sixth ward, J. C. Farley and Ed
Morris.
• It Muhl be net t owe for the tele-graph °Metals to give out any more
Interviews to the press *bout the
strike being practically won. The
editors will know the strike Is over
when' the neves dispatchft arrtre the
game eay they are Peel
The tun 'Uwe, no. nature fakirs
will gain admittance to the soologe
" cal congress at Bodeen, September 6
TAFT AS PRESIDENT.
Vliliatft IV Taft, heir-apparent of
e Roosevelt administretion,
of those policies by which the presi-
dent twist stand or faN made his bid
for the presidential. nesninetion in
the opening gun of his catniaign last
night at Columbus, Ohhe And what
did we hear! Just the vaporing* of
an inane being, who- eould "point
with pride" to what has been doate
and promise a continuation of the
policies? WM that what the public
antielpated• Hardly those who
knew Mr. Taft, his ladividuallty, his
initiative, his fearieseness.
It was not merely as an agent.
vested with authority to repeat his
instructions by word of mouth. that
Mr. Taft undertook and aceompliahed
the settlensesst 01-44. friar laud -
hies In the Philippines; that he
brought peace to Cuba: straightened
out affairs In Panama and put-the
war department almost on a par with
the department of state lei diplomatic
import A tioe The war department.
• • avsuming the functions of aleolen.
-_ tat-bureau, tuts become powerfel and
influential since the Incumbegey of
• r, Taft.
illswas the Taft, who imaged the
osd the political *helps of Ohio'111̀whiv OPERATORS TALK
Cox inachlue of Cincinnati
into submission, that made that
speech at Columbus, cud it was not a
mere reiteration of the preeldent's
elterances. There is none of the Roose
vett preaching on abstract morality
in the Taft speech. _It is a straight-
forward, simple elucidation of poll-
cite, now In vogue, of tali purpose If
elected president. It is directed to
Mr. Bryan, and the gauntlet picked
up by Ms. Taft puts him forward aa
the champion of Republicanism
against the Democratic standard
bearer in the coming campaign. It
was a brave, shrewd political move
for Mr. Tett to assume this attitude.
It insures him the sympathy of his
party, the allegiance of the erganisa-
tion for the sake of the cause ,he
champions, anti afforde him a lend
over all the other candidates for the
presidential nomination they can
searcely hope to overcome. While
they are delivering chaotauqua lect-
ures, drinking buttermilk and har-
anguing crowds at agricultural fairs
Mr. Taft Is debating Republica prin.
cleiee with Mr. Bryan. To a student
of human nature, the logical COSMO
of events is not difficult to truce,
providing Mr. ma dues not commit
a 'blunder.
Taft is the advocate of tariff re-
vision. lie is the only one in the
United States of providential else.
Bryan is not, nor Is any other Demo-
crat. They are free traders. Taft
says the principles of protection in-
volve the idea that the tariff rater
must correspond to the difference lu
cost of production here and abr
Some of the present ra a are too
high, lie says the tariff s Id not
be revised until after tho el ion,
because the new schedules should
Late au opportunity to prove them-
selves before the people pass judg-
ment ou them at a popular election
On other questions Taft is in har-
mony with the advanced ideas of his
party, as represented in the policies
01 the Roosevelt administration; but
Taft will stand or fall by tariff re-
vision.
The British house of commune hiagain abolishing the house of lords
In a short time our own house of
representatives will enact a measure
providing for the election of Untied
senators by the people.
•
By the way, why do people, who
assert we are getting away from the
principles of the constitution, advo-
cate popular primaries to nominate
candidates for United states senator,
when the constitution expressly rec-
ognises the election of senators as a
function of the state in its urged-
!zed capacity.
DieSf; it V ES PROMOTION.
it office.' ever gavit more eon-
ecientioue attention to unpopular,
unpleasant duties than has City Li-
reuse inspector George Lehnhard.
His official work has compelled him
to make some enemies, no doubt. He
has declined to overlook violations
of the laws aud ordinances that
might have pasaed unnoticed in other
quarters. His vigilance hats en-
itched the city treasury. He baa dis-
covered sources of revenue, hitherto
concealed; but it hasn't always made
him popular at the immediate source The strike officials believe that they here Sunday evening and left for ifor the horses. The care taker plant-
of the newly discovered revenue. ln ha‘e the companies so crippled that (Stela about 7 oclock, and arriving at ed some vegetables. The land is not
the office Irith city clerk. Mr. they will be forced to settle sooner Cairo early Monday morning. Twolextraordinarily good, but it is well
Lehnhard has familiarised -himself or later. They admit, however, that of the engineers took the train imme.lfertilized and 'cultivated.
with the office details, to which he the struggle will continue for some diately, while other members waited
hat" often attended, and as committee time 
until later in the day.
clerk to the general council, he is in 
It was pointed out to the engineers
pritteical touch with that body. Her 
the improvement of the river would
publicans and Democrats alike In the 
affect six states bordering on the
general council attest his faithful- 
Ohio river, and 13.000;000 'people.
leeks and promptness. Mr. Lehnhard 
Of course rivermen do not feel an-
deserves promotion at the hands of 
tioyed in not seeing the party, as
his fellow • citizens. '" 
long as their report is favorable, but
should the engineers make a report
Tut. tut! President Roosevelt used
a French word In his speech today,
and we don't know what It means.
—0 
"Confidence is a delicate and sensi-
lye thing," says the Lexington Ga-
tette. 'it is alwfdreasily disturbed."It seems odd to see a Democratic or-gan admitting that confidence has
anything to do with business condi-
tions; but we are glad to observe,
that. while the Gazette wits support
Mg Use Bryan heresies, it took ad-
vantage of the opportunity to learn
froze Mark Hanna.
Thole" witty are declaring that
Mr. Hee/Nevelt Is bringing the
country to the verge of disaster
may be expected to oppose any
man who peeks thy. Republican
nominetion on a Roosevelt plat-
form It is not improbable that
the stock market Is being manip-
lated and general business
conditions influenced as far as
pot:Able to impress the countrywith the idea that it must have a
change in pojicy at Washington.
This -trent the Lexibgton Herald.We would suggest that the Herald
support Mt) Roosevelt, his policies.and the legatee of his policies.
OF ARBITRATION
((ontinue, from First page.)
graphers fighting. for freedom and
Justice and with all signs pointing to
a grand and glorious victory, To the
ladies and to the men strikers: You
are grand, noble, spirit-loving, free-
born American (Items& May the God
of men be with you as He always-is
with those In the right, and safely
guide the C. ,T. U. A. bark Liberty in-
to 'Port Victory,
Mr, Horn was given a grand ovg-
Don at the conclusion of his remarks.
Following Mr. Horn, Miss Margaret
Jones, of the Central Labor Council,
was called on by the chairtnan and
responded j a very happy vein. She
especially directed her remarks to the
ladles and was enthusiastically chest-
ed at the end of her address.
W. U. and Pool Rooms,
New Yak, Aug. 20.—That the
Western Union Telegraph company
had not severed its relation with the
race track gambling interests was de-
clared today by Daniel L. Russell,
chief of the board of strategy of the
striking telegraphers.
To support the statement he told
of the offer made by high officials of
the company today to W. F. Sears.
an expert ratting telegrapher, who had
been recall % from the Saratoga track
because of e company's inability to
maintain a connection with the up-
state resorts. Sears declared his
willingness to make athdavit to the
facts, which he stated substantially
as follows:
He was ordered to come from Sara-
toga and report at the 'Western
Union main office. Going there he
was asked to take the Western Union
wire at the Empire City track. lie
was told that the company had been
able, through its close connection
with the race track people, to take
steps to prevent him being classed ass
a scab.
"You will be pald in checks drawn
by the race track men on their own
bank," he wee-tett - -"That wilt make
It appear that you • itre employed di=
rect by the track, and let you out
with the union."
Sears refused to go to Empire City
and came to the strike headquarters
at the Astor House. The strike lead-
ers declared they will follow this lead
and hope to prove that the company
is again sitting the pool room inter-
ests despite the solemn' promise of its
officials that they wourd cease break-
ing the law,
.1...L.L.L.11.4, go
IN THE COURTS
Alarria.ge License..
Willie -Hollwell to Minute -LIgner,
colored. •• •
Frank Wayrnon to Annie ilarrir,
co'ored.
Albert R.I.:ers Pardoned.
Albert Rogers, who during the last
term of McCracken criminal circuit
court got, a two year *entente) hy the
penitentiary for stealing a bicycle,
hart been pardoned through efforts of
friends and his attorneys, Creel &
Ross. He stole a wheel from Drus-
gist Joe A, Gardner end sold It.
Held for Using Transfers.
Will Bradford was held ,o circuit
court under a $100 bond, which he
gave, yesterday afternoon by M igle-
trate C. W. Emery for franduletaly
using Paducah Traction co.npany
transfer slips. His brother was int',
a short while ago a conductor for th,
traction company.
Deeds Filed,
M. E. Courey et al to John
Coper, property in the Sowell addi-
tion, 11 and other considerations.
Marriage Licenses.
Henry Bradley to Barbara, K I ye],
colored.
County Court.
The county liquor license of Hugh
Boyle was transferred to John H
Lindenfield•this morning
In Circuit Court,
George E, Allen instituted suit
against J. G. Alien, for the division
of 205 acres of land In the county
between Rosaington end Woodville.
BOARD OF REVIEW
ACCEPTS NO HOSPITALITY FROM
RIVER FOLKS.
_
Physicians agree that Belvedere Bea
is a most healthful, nourishnig and sus-
taining beverage, richer in food values
than other beers.
•
The Belvedere Malting Process secures
all of the nutriment in the barley-grain,
which the Belvedere Perfect Brewing
Process transmits to the beer in pre-
d;gested form.
Belvedere Beer, rich in malt and tonic
properties of hops, makes an ideal drink
at meals or between meals, aiding diges-
tion and soothing nerves.
Paducah Brewery Co.
Phone 408.
C.
. -
Parsee Down and ..teek• No Questions
t'oncerning Trade anti (benne!
—Have Finished,
-
• 1 -COCAINE AND Pistol, Iti.S, TUCKER SILENT ON SUIT.1FIX TRIALSTAKEN FROM "SLEUTH.", — 
1iRefuses to Discuss Report That Her VermontWith credentials, badge, a new pair Husband Will Ask Divorce. ;of handcuffs, and a new 38 Colt's
pistol, fully equipped as a detectiveof the "Granton Detective Agency"
of Cincinnati: Henry Utley, colored,
of Fulton, was arrested at Seventh
and Wyhington streets at noon by
Patrolman Casper Jones on charge of
carrying concealed a deadly weapon.
He also had enough cocaine on his
person to kill 40. He exhibited his
detective credentials at the city hell,
and demanded release. He was made
to tee, where he bought his cocaine,
and a warrant will be issued.
TWO POUND TOMATO IS
RAISED ON CHIEJ."S FARM.
The auspicious opening of the Re-
publican state campaign at Mays-ville yesterday, indicates.--somewhatthe enthusiasm and hope that per-vades the party in Kentucky thisyear.
That big revival threatens to draw
Fulton out of_kolitta. _ - - -
SLIGHTLY HI'MOROUS.
Faith may be folV, hut It is awful-ly consoling.
A fool and his money soon consW•a lawyer
•sa,,v(s of Daffington-on Sea •
c.eitenipti--la it a *ealthy p
Look at the fanerel .01se omelet .gta ket.--i-r scant of exerefasiv--Punei
struggle to Lie Izolia One.
Cbleago, Aug. 20 ----The telegraph-
ers' strike will last at least four
weeks longer. This is the belief of
hot only the strikers, hat the com-
pany officials. The latter are emphatic
in the statement that no agreement
will ever be made with the strikers.
President Clowry made one agree-
ment through Commissioner of Labor
Neill, they state, and as that was
violated by the stampede strike, an-
other will not be made
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
Every doer makes you 'Whetter. Laz• Proskeeps your whole isrides right. Sold on thetactiey• beck plan ever !misers. Team SO cleats.
Many a man tries to keep square
with his friends by going the
'sounds"
/ If you drop in to seethe high character ofour clothes you will ap-preciate more what this
1 sale means.
Nowhere i n season
could you find clothing
1
 
to equal ours at regular
prices.
Nowhere now can you
find clothing to equal it
1 at such a great reduc-tion—one-third off all
two and three piece
mit,. 
1
The Cherokee arrived from Cairo
last night at 7 o'clock and coaled and
remained teitil 3, o'clock this morn-
ing when she pulled out for the alp-
per Ohio river. Rivermen do not
know exactly how to make the action
of the board of engineers of rivers
and harbors, better known as the
board of review. At every point the
engineers have constantly refused en-
tertainment, insisting that their mis-
sion is one of business aad not pleas-
ure. Reports in paper* published in
Louisville are that they are only
traveling in daylight, so as to get an
exact situation of the river, and the
Chereokee was not expected io reach
Louisville before Wednesday or
Thursday of this week, but everyone
was surprised as the steamer landed
derogatory to the improvement, the
rlvertnen would have something to
say. Many captain'', who have been
on the rivers for years. had many
bad places to point out and wouldonly have been too glad to have
shown them. Since their mission was
one of business, the rivet-men were
prepared to fernIsia facts. Now the
cniy thing that remains to be done isto wait for the report_
The engineers aboard were: Col
C. ,E. I. Davis. eel. C M. Townsend
Ool. H. M. Adams, Col. It. M. Hoxie,and Maj. E. E. Winston. They were
selected from various parts of the
United States not adjacent to theOhio river.
Dock Cows! Tails or No Milk,
Middletown, N. V • Aug. 20—Many
dairymen of Orange county are re-
fusing to comply with an order ofNew York CUT'S health department.
which asps that 'the long hairs on
cows' tails must be clipped or themilk cannot be sent to New York. If
the tall Are clipped the cows cannot
protect themselves - front files and
suffer greatly. This affects their sup-
ply of milk. If the order is hived up
to the farmers believe they will have
to buy fly nets for all of their catt:e.
which could only be done at great
expense. A mass meeting in protest
has been called.
Militiaman Is Fatally shot.
B:oomington, Ili., Aug. 20%7--
While examining a* revolver In the
armory this afternoon Private Henry
Clausen, troop B, First _Illinois qv-
airy, was sitot deed by the accidental
discharge of the weapon. He had r
turned with his command three hours
before from a week's tqur of they at
Camp Lincoln,
Washington. Aug. 2'O —Following
the exatapte of Judge Landis, of Chi-
cago. the Venesuelan courts have as'
Chief Wood and his firemen are
exhibiting a tomato, weighing two
pounds, which was raised on the fire
department farm, where the chief has
'undertaken the cultivation of feed
CZAR SHOWS DISLIKE OF JEWS.
"Reads With Pleasure" Plan to Ex-
clude Them From Duma,
St, Petervburg, Aug. 20.—The
union of Russian people recently sent
an address to Emperor Nicholas de-
manding the entire exclusion of Jews
from the duma in order to obtain a
genuine Russian parliament. His
majesty wrote upon the margin of
the document, "Read with pleasure."
Camp Meeting Breaks Up,
Owingsville, Ky., Aug. 20.—Thf
camp meeting at Hedsicks, five miles
east of this place, ended its second
week last night with a geberel row
and a fusillade of pistol shots. Many
toads were broken. George Craig
had an ear cut off and p bad wound
le the thigh from a raint.
Mayor Schnvits Down and Out.
San Franclico, Aug. 20—The state
supreme court today rendered a deci-
sion in the McKenna!: eatery case,
"'staining the legality of the removal
of Mayor Sehmitz and the appoint-
ment of Mayor Taylor.
SOUND IAXIIC.
August and September are two
months when one has to be very care-
ful about every conctition that make*
for good, or bad health. The system
of the hot summer montbe and the
g to feel the strainIs usually beginnin
different organs need but very little
to throw them Into complete disor-
der and result in probably a fatal ill
newt
Good health is assured however if
you heed nature's gentle warnings-,
and are in any measure discreet.
The usual summer disorders—ma-
laria, general worn-out, and run-
down, conditions,biliousness, stomach
•nd bowel disorders of all kinds.,
chronic or acute headaches yield
readry, and very quickly, to the Os-
teopathic treatment, and have no
ending ill effects. Usually you are
as from the customary medical
prescriptions as from the illness, but,
in Osteopathy you experience none of
this, Let me tell you at any time of
the great success I am having Sith
the treatment in Paducah. I shall re-
fee you to people tiou know well for*eased a $3.040,000 tine againt the the ervidetece, and who will tell youNew York and Bermuda Asphalt cow- Just whiet,,J8 hate done .LOr .-;-sonttr-,on unetralat 021011130Patton 111 DR O. 0, FRO.AOH,the late rebelnea. 1616'llreodway, Upstairs. Phone 1406-
Washington, Aug. 20.—Mrs. Dolly
Logan Tucker refuses to discuss the
divcirce proceedings which her has-
hand, Lieutenant Colonel William F.
Tucker, is about to institute in the
Illinois courts, according to "Hs-
patches from Chicago today. When
seen today all that Mrs. Tucker would
say was.
"Any inforcgation you want you
wil have to get horn Colonel Tucker,"
Mrs. Tucker appears nat to have
given up hope of getting the war de-
pritment to act further in connection
with the charges she preferred
against her husband of conduct un-
becoming a gentleman while in the
Philippines, notwithstanding the vin-
dication given to the colonel by a
court of inquire,
A few days ago Mrs. Tucker and
her mother. Mrs. John A. Logan,
waited several hours for an audience
with Secretary of War Taft, but the
secretary did not receive them. Be-
fore leaving for Ohio tonight Secre-
tary Taft announced that decisive ac-
tion in the Tucker case would not be
had until after his return from his
trip around the world in December.
It is assumed that the secretary of
war does not regard the affair as of
such great importance that it cannot
rest until he has more time on his
hands than he has had recently for
anything except matter); of policy per-
taining to his department.
REFORMER IS KNOCKED OUT,
Hurled Through Plate Glass Win-
dow by an Irate tialooa Keeper.
Fort Wayne, lad., Aug. 20.--Dr.
M. A. Mason, a prominent dentist
and a 'easier in the Law and Order
league, today learned that the wav
of the reformer is hard. He was
watching a_saloon for evidence of vi-
olation of the Sunday closing law
when he was attacked by the proprie-
tor and knocked through a plate
glass window. The doctor was badly
cut and bruised, but he. declared he
wonkl be on hand again next Sunday
in an effort to catch violators of the
law.
KILLED IN WRECK ON BRIDGE.
Fireman Crushed to Death and Whole
Train 'Irmo, tithed.
Harrisburg, Ill. Aug- 20 —One
man was killed and to were fatally
injured here today by the wreck on
a bridge of a Big Four freight train
drawn by two engine*. Ed Scranton,
fireman of one of the engines, was
crushed to death under bis engine
and one engineer and the other fire-
man received injuries from which
they cannot recover. Both engines
were demolished, together with 32
cars, and the bridge. which was 50
yards load, wet have to be rebuilt.
Oldest Man in Ohio is Dead.
Tifila, 0.. Aug. ?O.—Jefferson 'Scott
t.ndoubtedly the oldest man in Ohio,
died at the Seneca county infirmary,
where he had been for three years.
Certificates hosued under the seal of
the state of North Carolina, declaring
Scott to be a free man, show that he
was born on July 3, 1794,- in Halifax
county that state. His ago was there-
fore f13 years. His father was a full
blood Cherokee Indian and his mother
Use'Sas want gala. ter results.
•
s--
FOR BATTLE SHIPS.
and Kansas, New Craft, to
Be (liven Tests.
'Washington, Aug. 20. —The final
trial run of the battle ship Vermont
has been fixed for September 8. lb
addition to the test of the engines
the battery of the vessel will be fired
tsuffloiently often to enable the . in-
spection board to determine whether
the guns, gun carriages and thekr At.
tinge work properly end whether the
vessel. is suffictently ' strong to stand
the shock caused by firing. October 5
has been fixed as the date of the com-
mencement of the final run of the
Kansas.
Smallest Twfn Survives,
Omaha, Neb.. Aug 2,0.—What is
perhaps the tiniest baby ever known
in Omaha is that little daughter of
Mr. anti Mrs. D. J. Heagerty, of 4221
Patrick avenue. She is three weeks
old and weighed at birth but one and
a half pounds. She is one of a pair
of twins, tier big brother bringing
down the scales at six pounds. He
lived only a day or two, but the girl
survives and promises to grow as big
as any other girl In due time.
Veteran Actor Hoey Dead.
New York, Aug.--2•0 —George Hoey
a veteran actor, died here last night
after a short illness. He was well
known to the old timers, having play-
ed with Booth, Barrett, Jefferson and
other famous players.
WHEN
You Want Any
Printing
You Usually
Want it at Once
THE
Sun Job Rooms
Phine 358.R
Does all kinds of printing
We have the men who know
how to do your work just as
It shontd be done, and we
make an effort all all times to
give you just what you want.
Let us figure with you the
next time you need any print-
ing—probably we can save
you some money.. VA know
we can give you satisfactory
work, and give it to you
promptly.
4 4.
14 4
•
4 la
TrESDAY, Ararsr 26,
garasols
All colors, silk of linen, priced for this week
Xalf grice
$4.00 Parasols_ _$2.00 $2.00 Parasols
83 00 Parasols..... 1.50 $1.00 Parasols
Xone timepted---.5111 5o.
$1.00
.50
•---For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
-Dr. Hoyer residence phone 464;
offioe 175.
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400 ea
Broadway. Phone 196.
-City subscribers to tne Daily
Sun who wish the delivery of their
papers stopped must notify our col-
lectors or make the requests direct
to The Suu office,. No attention will
be paid to such orders when given
to carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
-There will be an ice cream sup-
per at the Belleview church, three
4 miles Out the Mayfield road, Thurs-
day night, for the benefit of the
church, Everybody invited.
-On promising to leave the city
'tor good, %Annie Howell was released
by Ponce Judge Cross from serving
out a fifty-day jail sentence for dhe
-orderly- Ponder/.
gereeetstreffeefetannfrentlee
better service fur the money than
is given by any traesfer company in
America. Fine carriages for special
occasions on short notice; also ele-
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co
-Kodak. from $1 to $25. Some-
thing new In the line and all neces-
sary supplies that Make kodaking
pleasant, at R. D. Clements & Co.
-Farley & Fisher, veterinarians,
427 S. Third. Old phone 1345; new
phone 351.
a -Have The Sun mailed to you or
any of your faiends geiag away for
the summer. The address will be
changed as often as desired, and the
rate Is only 25c a mouth.
--Hotel Belendere Cafe, John
Burns, steward. Soft_ shell crabs,
frogs and all the seasonable delSca-
cies.
--Gasoline boats for outing par-
ties and hunting trips, furnished,
with licensed operator by Motor Boat
Garage Co. Old phone 1113.
-Dr. Thomas J. Crice. of Bland-
vine, Ballard county, a cousin of At-
torney T. L. Crice, of this city, will
remove to Padueah and associate him
self with Dr. Phil S. Stewart. He Is a
graduate of the Unieenrity of Nash-
viirea
-Place your orders Tor wed-31"g
invitations at home. The Sun Is
thowfng as great an assortment as
you will find anywhere, at prices
much lower, .than you will have to
pay elsewhere.
--Perpetual green lawn grass seed
just receiver Iirenson's, 529 Broad-
way.
-Mr. Pearseu Lockwood, who is
studying for the Presbyterian minis-
try, will preach Stindey night at 7:30
o'clock at BellevIew church on the
Mayfield road.
--When bricklayers complete lay-
ing the Union station platform, work
c.n which began today, it will be one
of the prettiest depot platforms in the
state. On both ends of the platform,
from the beginning of the depot to
the end, screened crushed stone le
Used.
-Mr. 011ie Mack, the great bari-
tone singer, is _ drawing crowded
houses at the, Kozy theater. M.
Mack closes lefe engagement in this
city with tonight's performance. The
Kozy has on the strongest singing
features ever seen in a picture show.
Tvvo lady singers on illustrated songs.
Mr. Mack, -baritone solos (special);
Herman Norris, the boy wonder, In
comic and sentimental songs. alta
Louis Farrell, manager. Is leaving
nothing undone to please a deserving
public and crowded houseslare the
result.
-Adjustors to adjust the loss oa
the Little spoke factory main tnill,
'which bgrned Saturday night, are ex-
pected In Paducah from the east this
afternoon. Mr. Little will start re-
building at once when the loss is set-
tled,
--Mrs. Carrie Warren Girardey to-
day Closed a deal for the stock of
Rudy, Phillips & Co.'s millinery de-
partment, and will take charge of it
at once. Mrs. Girardey will retain a
lease on the space the department has
always _oecupied. and. conduct _eher
establishMent there. She will leave in
e.few days for the east to make her
tall and winter purchases.
Revival sive Woodville.
Woodville, Aug. 20.--(SPech11)--
A successful revival is being lead
here by the Rev. S. Skinner near he.e
lat the Bayou Baptist church. For
two weeks the meeting has continued
with unceasing interest, and this
week, which will be probably the
last, has beets excellent. Many odd I-
Ilona have been secured to the
church,
•
RUSSIA FORTIFIES IN FAR EAST.
Empire Plans to tearengthen Its De-
fenses and Repair Ravages.
Washington, Aug. 20.--Itaissia is
gradually and thoroughly rearranging
her military dispositions and forti-
fied bases in the far east as a result
of the late war, according to the late
mall advices from that quarter of the
globe. To carry out the plan for the
Improvement of the communications
of Vladivostok it will be necessary to
construct another line of railroad to
connect Chita with that fortified sea-
port, which in the Russian plans, is
eventualy to be made even more int-
eregnable than Port Arthur was sup-
posed to be
China also is bestirring herself to
repair the ravages wrought in her
army and navy by the war with Japan
more,than ten years ago. The same
&deices show that she has already
placed an expeeirnental order with
Japanese shipbuilders at Kobe for a
IBLIalmat _ destined_ lor-410TV iewv-ow, --the
iansomereporeed
that she is considering placing an-
other order for twelve third-cleats
cruisers from the Kewaseki dock
sm.& in Japan.
Manager Trail Returns.
E. J. Trail. the barber who man-
aged the "Culley" baseball team the
first of this season, and who left
suddenly without making a settle-
ment, is back in Paducah. He does
not know whether he will go to work
in Paducah again or not.
"1 wade no guarantee to the Jack-
sou, Tenn,, baseball club to , pay Rs
expenses, and while the gate reueipts
for, the game they played here
amounted to a little more then V'‘).
and I didn't turn it over to the treas-
urer, 1 did not have it when I lei
Paducah_ Why I did not have it I
will not say. I left May 16 and have
been in St. Louis."
Bride and Groom Return.
Mrs. George Shepherd, former-1Y
Mies Very Smyth, returned this morn-
ing from Arkansas, where she went
to visit relatives after she was mar-
ried in -Cairo last week. Her hus-
band accompanied her home, and this
afternoon they left for Lowell on a
visit to Mr. Shepherd's relatives. Mr.
and Mrs. Shepherd will reside on
South Tenth street.
Little Business in (entre
There will be few suite at the ,che
cult court at Eddyville this session.
Mr. N. W. Utley, who is interested
in many of the suits, is III and unable
to attend court. For this reason
many of the suns are continued. Mr.
C. C. Grasaham hats returned from
Eddyville, where he went to attend
court.
.- Notice!
There will be a meeting - of the
building committee tonight at 7:30
o'clock for. the purpose of receiving
bids for heating and plumbing to -be
done in the city schools.
•J. E. POTTER, Pres.
ely
PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS
''mit PADUCAEI EVENING SUN.
Aneet m.1 the Itutliors the clue •. ; study v te. veil. he 4,iii ;tr. •1 1 1, she wish to clamp:suit,' b h'e ti6tor, Mies itainsJoin the literary sonety, will please Kuowies, who will remain for ,twohave their names in the hands of weeks.
Birthday Party.
Mrs, Jane M. Graf, of 310 Ash-
brook avenue, celebrated her 62nd
"oirthday Sunday. Among those pres-
ent were Mr. and Mrs. P. W. Owens,
of Newport. Mr. and Mrs. ,Robert*
Strickland and family, of Lego, Tenn.
Mrs. Sallie Coleman and daughter, of
Popes, Tenn., Mrs. Dasha Davis and
family, of Cincinnati, Mr. and Men.
W. T. Goodinen and family, Mr.
George Graf, of Cincinnati, Mr. and
Mrs. George Miller and family, of
Tyler, Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Price and
family, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Davis.
The day was pleasantly spent, every-
one joined in wishing Mrs. Graf
many happy days. She received many
nice mementos of the occasion.
"Mother" Graf is known far and- near
for her charitable acts anti sunny dis-
position.
For Paducah Girl
The folloeleg clipping is from the
Hopkinsville New Era, and is of in-
terest here:
Miss Mary Clerk was the gracious
hostess of a lawn reception Thursday
night at her handsome home on
South Main street. There were many
callers and the evening was most en-
joyably spent. Delicious refreshments
were swerved. The function was given
in honor of pnetty Miss ella Hat-
field, of Paduoah. ' •
Enteresined for Bead.
Mize Jessie Stanley, of 315 South
Second street, entertained Jackson a
band at her home MOMay evening,
In honor of her guests, Miser Stella
Hawkins, and her brother, Fred, of
Marion Ill. The yard was beautifully
decorated weir Japanese lanterns. Ice
cream and cake were served during
the evening. Among those present
were:
Mrs. S. I.. Jackson, Miss Bessie
Lori Watts, Miss Anne May Blue,
Miss Camilla Martha Jackson, Mes-
dames Kennedy, 13Irthe C.'_V Ran-
Tple-T-. R. faeicsen Ben Wilklus
Miss Mildred Evelyne, of Louis-
ville; Meters. Guy Looney, C.
V. Randolph, Birth. Owen
Robertson, Fred Oliver, Petitt, Harry
liver, Harley Rectee Nelson Wil-
kins. Band boys: W. T. Newman,
Ado Jines, Paul Jines, Homer Jen-
kins, Arthur Switzer, James Switzer,
Walter Ashbeys, Fred Stanley. Al-
fred • Stanley, Harry Withers, James
Fletcher, Roaccie Wipe, Thomas lite-
and, Allen Joiner, Harlan W'alfave,
John Beekelheiner, Hugh Council,
Charlie Galloway, Ben Wilkins, L. S.
Jackson,
On life's Canvamm.
The marriage of Mr. Herman W.
Niestadt to Mrs. Nellie Lirites Hahn,
performed this morning in the Grace
Eplsoopal church, was _the culmina-
een of a romance that began in a
moving picture show, Both princi-
pals are now connected with The
Kentucky moving picture show, and
will continue with it until the end
of the season in September. After
the show closes they will go to Ceiro
to reside. The groom is an expert
electrialart and was born in Cras-
fordevine, Ind. He is now operator
of the moving 'picture machine and
while in Jackson, Tenn., a few
mouths ago met his bride.
The ceremony was performed this
morning at 10 o'clock in the Episco-
pal church, the Rev. David C. Wright
officiating. The wedding was a quiet
one, being witnessed by only a few
friends. The groom is well con-
nected, being a relative of General
hew Wallace on his mother's side.
His bride is the widow of J. E. Hahn,
who conducted a fashionable photo-
graph gallery in Cairo for years,
dying two years ago. She has been
living in Mr. Farnbaker's family for
several years in Cairo and came here
to net as ticket seller during the re-
mainder of the seaaon.
LiterarYtture.
The Rev. Mr. Fineschrieber will
lecture at the W'oinatt's club tomor-
row afternoon at 4:30 o'clock. His
subject will be on-the literary course
HE GOT HIS ALL RIGHT.
The Calf: "Such • feel dog-
-"to mak• such a fuss over being his-
-"with a stick!"
the city, left today for Georgetown to
visit before returning home.
Mr. J. W. Carter, grand keeper of
records and seal for the Knights of
Pythias, returned to his home in
Owensboro today., after attending the
meeting of the lodge here last night.
Miss Daisy Grestiann 443 South street' left this morning for the
Ninth street, left today for laddyville Jamestown exposition, Lynchburg.,
on a visit to friends and telatives. Richmond. Va., on a visit to rela-
tives.
Mr. George H. Goodman returned
from Memphis this morning.
Dr. R. H. Winston, 1120 Jefferson
steeet, left today for Ohio. where he
will visit friends for Vela weeks.
Dr. R. E. Hearne left at noon for
New York City to be gone severe'
weeks. He will take a post-graduate
eonrse in medicine and serer,' while
Mr. H. E. Hall left today for a awaY.Mrs, Champ Oliver. of Sikeston.months business trip In Michigan and
M43., is tenting her brother, J. H.New York.
Miss Eunice Robertson, of Ken-
tuck), avenue, left today for -Louis-
ville on a visit to relatives.
Mr. and .Mrs. F. B. Dugan, 16041
Tennessee street, left today for Al-
blon, Ill., on a visit to relatives and
friends.
Mr. T. W. Roberts leaves tonight
for Meridian, Miss.
Mr, G. R. Hart, of Cairo, was in the
city-today en route to Louisville.
While in the city he was the guest of
Mr. Amos Rhodes, Sixth and Jeffer-
son streets.
Mrs. Mollie Copeland and little
daughter, ladys, arrived today from
Mayfield on a visit into Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Copeland, 816 Soath Seventh
street.
Miss Ethel Tooley left today for
Oakland City. Ind., after visiting Mrs.
G. L. Shumaker, 1329 Kentucky aye-
tete.
Mr. C. R. Lander went to Princeton
today after afusinese trip in the city.
Mr. Odle Hunt left today for,Oak-
land City, Ind , where he will reside.
Mr, Will Province, of, North Sixth
street, ,has gone to McKenzie, Tenn.,
where he will *mend the MeTypire
Institute.
Mies Joe _Miller, 4147 South taixt17
street, is visiting friends in ha Cen-
ter.
Mrs..). D. Alvee, 1647 Harrison
street, has returned from a visit to
relatives in Memphis.
Mr. S. P. Pool has returned from
Princeton, where he went on busi-
ness. '
Mr. Clarence Knowles will leave
temorrow for Lonisville for a ten
Mrs. Muscoe Burnett tomorrow after-
1100n.
Picnic Supper.
Miss Letha Puryear, 54/6 Broad-
way, will entertain with a picnic
supper at Wallace park this eveningin honor of her guest, Miss Pearl
Thomas, of Mayfield. After supper
the party will enjoy a boat ride on
the lake. In the party will be: Misses
Pearl Thomas, Odie Puryear, Letha
Puryear and Messrs. Sidney R. Lem-
on, T. C. Mitchell, Carl Pudyear, and
Dr. G. B. Froage and Dr. H M
Childress.
Dance for %ashore
A dance will be given Wednesday
evening at the Wallace park pavilion
in. honor of Miss Hattie Carey, of
Cali°, who is the guest of Miss Henry
Alleott, of Jefferson street The list
is on at the Palmer House cigar
stand.
Mrs. Eva J. Washburn, 1925 Madi-
son street, and Miss Katherine Mei.-
'hien, of North Twelfth street, have
returned from the round trip on the
steamer Clyde up Tennesbee river.
Little Miss Elizabeth Rochester
of Marion. is visiting the family of
A. T. Kelly, Sixteenth and Harrison
streets.
Meson'. Guy Lockwood, Charles
Leake, Jr., and Amos Rhodes have
returned after a tea days' fishing trip
at Renee lake.
Mr. Will Forrest and Mr.' J. W.
Hunt, of Jamestown, Va., are visiting
Mr. Forreat's father, W. J. Forrest,
820 North Eighth street. Messrs
Forrest and Hunt are soldiers and
have beeu stationed at Jamestown
during the exposition. They are on
their furlough.
Little Miss Genevieve Lane, 10041
Clay street, Is visiting friends In
Louisville.
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Jones and little
daughter, 511 Fountain avenue,
have gone to Evansville and Terre
Haute to visit friends and relatives.
mril. -John- Mircer, of H-cit Springs,
te-vtettleir her irlffiet. Mrs. g -Ilud-
dleston, 1638 Harrison street.
Mrs. J. Daniels will leave to-
night for Topeka, Kas., to visit her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Ott. Mr.
Ott is a promineet druggist of Tone-
ka and vislten in Paducah not long
ago.
Charlie Williams, the mall carrier vile, has gone to Blackburn, Mo • on
is able to be out after a long illness visit to relatives and friends.
of rheumatism. Mr. and Mrs. William Woodworth
Dr. J. T. Gilbert left at noon today have returned after visiting in Anna
for Norfolk, Va.. to attend the Na- and Bango4a, II.
none' Osteopathic aesociattores an- Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Pryor, 621
nual meeting. He will go to New Madison street, are visiting at La
York to take a poet graduate course Center.
In the special branch he practices. Mrs. Max I,. Wolff, who has been
Mr. D.14. Brown. of Jackeon. Miss, spending the past to months in San
who has beet) the gloat of irteistls in Antenio, Texas, is visiting her moth-
er, Mrs. S. Folz, Fourth and Jefferson
streets.
Mrs. George 1A•elkel and niece,
Miss Pansy Storton, who have besn
visiting in Mt. Clement, Mich., for
three weeks, returned home today.
Mrs. J. Adams, 630 South Fifth
Mrs. JeA. McCann and little son,
Eddie, 1041 Jefferson street, left to-
day for Louisville on a visit to rela-
tives for ten days.
Miss Elizabeth Hook and Miss Nel-
lie Hook left today for Hardison for
a two weeks' visit to friends.
Miss Nettie Hemmeier returned to
her home in Louisville today after a
visit to relatives in the city.
Miss Mattes Pate, of 'Newbern
Teen., has gone to Dawann Spring
after a visit to Mrs. A. T. Hurley
GU7 South Ninth streeet. After a at s
coral days' stay she will return, a•
companied by Mrs. John Gouldin.
Mrs. W. M. Beadles, of Memphe
is the istiest of Mrs. M. D. Campbee
of South Sixth street.
Mr. W. Fred Perry, the paittt con
tractor, went to Benton this nicer-
to look after painting contracts
has in that city. He is painting a tile
residence and store house.
Mrs. E. D. Miller and Miss Pear;
Mason, of Hazel, were In Paducah
last night.
Mies Rube Flack, of Mayfield, is
the guest of Miss Ethel Robetrson of
Jefferson street. .
Miss Eaten Duperriu, of 915 North
Seventh street, will leave Thursday
for Chicago, Milwaukee. and South
Haven.
Miss Limes) Martin, 1109 Jefferson
street, has returned from a visit to
relatives In Greenville.
Dr. Vernon Blythe left today for
Louisville, accompanying Mr. W. I.
Houston, who is ill of fever. he
Houston is seCretary-treasurer of tie
Stutz Candy company, ance I.
ill for several weeks. Loulav
his home before corning to the,
Mrs. Carrie Jones and Mrs.
Hesselton and eon, John, left today
for two weeks in Chicago with rela-
tives.
Miss Irma Yeieer daughter of
Mayor and Mrs. D. A. Yeiser, will
return today from Hawesville, where
she has been visiting several weks.
Mrs. Bettie Ausling ,of Maynard.
Ark., and Mrs. Washington Chrice
of Barlow, are guests of Mrs. J. 1'
Scott, 439 South Fifth street.
Mr. Edgar Jones and daughter
Miss Katherine, of Biloxi. Miss., are
guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Trotter.
1234 South Seventh street. •
M.ss Geraldine Gipson has re:
ed after a pleasant visit to fre
and relatives in Union City, Tenn.
Mrs. Alavine Knykendall has re-
turned to arJjo,mat Woodsilies af-
inerj.Aelitetto mazahau
PAtels
Water Koolers
At
GOODandCHEAP
GEO. 0. HART & SONS CO.
Incorporated.
Mr. George Mason has removed I
his family to this city from Rossing-
ton, where he' has been residing.
Miss Montle Murphy, of Graham- x.r.r.e.r.r.r.e.i t.r+4v;:ie, is in Metropolis, where she is 0"
ill, and unable to come borne,
Mr. Claude Graham, Of Graham-
F/411 Races
ARTUICHORSE SHOW
Paducah, Ky.
Sept. 2111h, 25111, 26th reel
27th
$6,000 Purees and 'Premiums.
•
Cothran of 2011 Hays avenue, and her
niece, Mrs. Monroe Manning, of 1836
Bridge street.
Mrs. W. H. Carroll, 421 North
Seventh street, and little Miss lone
Carroll will leave Thursday for St.
Lona to visit Mrs. Carrel's daugh-
ter, Mrs. Irene Isetmin.
FOR heating amid stovewood ring
437 F. Levin.
A long step in the right
direction if you bring your
feet here for summer com-
fort.
Our shoes and oxfords are
all marked down because
we're tied up with a big
stock.
20 per cent on all $5 and $6
shoes. 20 per cent on all can-
vas shoe/and oxfords. 20 per
cent off on all $.3 50 and Kik
button oxfOrds.
Tess prices are for cash
only.
400 - 415 NI
WANT ADS.
sub...crate r. inserting want mei in
The Sun %vie kindly remember that
all such items are to tw paid for
utien the ad is inserted, the rule ap-
plying to (very one at Mean temps
FOR KINDLING ;Mod ring 2361.
MITCHELLS for high-grade bicy-
cles, 326-328 South Third street.
FOR RENT--Apartment in 6n3
North Sixth street. Geo. Rawleigh.
-WANTED Fifty ship carpenters.
Paducah Marine Railway company-
1A'ANTED--To buy trunk. Address
C. cure Sun.
WANTED- GIRL fur general
housework. Ring Old 2692. New 546.
FOR SALE-225 feet picket fenca
ing. Fifth and Clark. J. A. Gardner.
CLEANING and pres..eg neatly
done. James Duffy. Phone 462-a. •
FOR ROOMe comfortable and neat
go to 13119 Jefferson street.
- Ft.HNiMIED ROOM for rent--
408 Washington. Phone 25100.
FOR DRY WOOD, old phone
2361.
--WANTED-Fifty ship carpenters.
Paducah Marine Railway company.
COOK Vie ANTED-327 South
Fourth street. Chris Liebe!.
--COOR -WANTED-Colored pre-
ferred. Both phones 415.
W. D. BROWN Concrete Contrac-
tor. Ornamental and waterproof
work a specialty. Phone 2820.
FOR-1'HE BEST sandwiches, chile
and hot tamales, call 111%
South Third street.
FOR BALE--Five fine wit-Tarter oak
settees. Almost new. 904 Kentucky
avenue. Old phone 506,
FOR HICKORY stove wood and
sawdust telephone Robert Smith,
New Phone 763.
FOR 13-ALE-L-Five year old driving
mare, city broke. G. E. Ficklin, 1640
Clay.
CLOTHES cleaned, and pressed:
All work guaranteed. Solomon, The
Tailor, 113 South Third street. Phone
1016-s.
WHEN BUYING HARNESS, Sad-
dles or repair at the Paducah Harness
and Saddle Co., you are getting the
best. 204 Kentucky avenue.
foR RENT-The barber shop on
Seventh street opposite the court
house. Possession given at once.
Apply at Blederman's store.
-1/31r--/-1.10NT OR SALE-Epven
room house on. South Sixth street be-
tween (Nark and Washington. Newly
painted-and In good condition. Amity
to HI A. Petter
FOR RENT-/wit six room coo
tages 502 and eon; North Seventh
street. Al) modern convenleacea.
Furnished If desired. Phone 2368
MEN-Our illastrated catalogue
explains how we teacli barber trade
In a few weeks mailed free. Moler
Barber College, St Louis, Mo.
LADIES--Our catalogue explains
how we teach hairdressing. manicure
ing, facial massage, etc., in telw
weeks, mailed free. Moler College
St. leetile, Mo.
I WANItt/J-Vor ti. 5, attny:.-Atle.'
bodied unmarried men between torte
of 21 and 35; cittnena of the United
States, of good character and tern
iterate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. Men wanted now
tor service In Cabs. -Par informatioe
apply te Reeruting Officer. New Rich-
mond POttare Paducah, Ky.
Ea: To tit ;.T !•44 ii11111, ii.IJ,t
Former Preeldent Wants Milvenirkee
' officials' Eleeted by People.
Milwaukee, Aug. 30.-The Hee
Robert, former president of the Mil-
waukee school board. has brouelit
quo warrant° proceedings to oust
wthheo eiorind:
mweinrebearpspoolfntetdhebyprilesev ntcitb;
dale under the Pose law, Mr. Quin
sues as a citizen and taxpayer whose
rights are directly affected by the
new law, which was passed by the
legislature after a long contest.-
in his complaint Mr. Quinn charges
that the Poss law is unconstitutional.
It is demanded that the defendants
be "adjudged guilty of usurplug, in-
truding into and unite/fully holding"
the ethers of sehool directors. Me.
Quin was one of those who demanded
that the defendants be "adjudged
guilty of usurping, intruding into
and unlawfully holding" the office of
school directors, MT. Quinn was one
of those who demanded that the
school board be elected by wards in-
stead of being a small board ap-
pointed by city onlciaas. Before the
PC01411 law was passed Mr. Quinn said
that he would bring proceedinge to
knock it out.
"What I want." said Mr. Quinn
today, "is to oust the present board
and get an election by the people."
llse new board which Mr. Quist
seeks to oust took elle e August 6
Notice! ,
Bids will be received by the board
of education on August 211, 1907. for
heating one 8-room building com-
plete, and one 8-room building, 4
rooms and 1 heti finished, plant to be
installed large enough to add to,
when other rooms are finished.
Separate bids are asked on hot we-
ter heat, and hot air and ventilation.
Contractors to furnish plans and
specifications for both systems, bids
to be sent to building committee,
Wm. Karnes, Chm., Or J. E. Potter,
Pres.
Also; bids will be received on same
date for plituibing on Jackson tercet
and McKili:ey huLi4ngs. Information
can be had by applying to C, G. Kel-
ly, Chin. of committee.
Dynamite Kills Four. • •
Birmingham, Ala., Aug. 20 By
the explosion of the punching house
of the Sterling Dynamite company
plant -at Lewisburg, today, four men
were blown to atoms, Three.hundred
pounds-en dynamite was stored In tee
house when it taper up. The
George Hall. Lewisburg;
Reynolds. -Pennsylvania: George
Sparks. Chicago; Herman Schaegel,
German y
Assaulted With Ash Hoe.
Richard iletrison, 35 years old, a
berd-weekinar, colored man, of the
night cinder pit force of laborers, is
lying at his home with a sore head,
the result of an attack last night
about' 9:110 o'clock by some unknown
negm loiterer, Harrison was struck
on the head with an ash hoe and sev-
eral bed gashes indicted. He will be
laid up several daises _ .
C. E. KIDD 4 0. R. KIDD
Physicians and Surgeons
Office 609 sr.p•sw•y•
Both Plienes
Office 1116, Residence -I
D R. MILTON BOARD
Office tailumbia Building.
With Dr. J. Q. Taylor.
Phonem-fteeldence, Palmer House
Office. Both phonier 47.
Hours-10 to IS; 4:30 to 5:90; 7 se
II; Sunday, 10 to 111.
county. . 
See.-
PAGE KT
GEO. ADE'S . FABLES NO HALTING;
NO HESITANCY
melt "I want it Man who can keep
awake an Evening. I refuse to travel
with Quitters. What we .need this
Country to put Gin 34:g2r into our A1a1
Affairs are Gentlemen of Leisure who
begin to get Good along about eitd-
night."
So she picked out a handsome
Wretch of Goad tamely whe netor
hail worked a Moment in all of his
Life, mut who hated the sight of a
fled. •
Ile argued that it was Bed
uts ow to geieg
fore Day-
break.
T e y
emit trav-
eling
ge
 to-
the asr
emmusehe
hadsettlee
the In-
eurance.
Whee they
a e rrivd in
N e iv
Iowa he
would be.
out to buy
a Package
le out her Literary Aneatiena, ('I :1-
Hazel was built on the t leen I'lan. rettes, eel
and it looked as if a ; K1. fresh then he
ptilaug for an Early Spring nue penile
.)t-1"'Hazel's Two Husbands an R.d h l•ati. she bought her Beyond Ticket
What Became of Them. for the elerry-go-itound, she was de-terneued on one Thing.
"The next one I pick out will not be
roryrient, 194. 1903, by Robert Rotward tied down to any Otile*." she told her-
Russell)
0 u c •
there was
a Nice Girl
who grad-
uated front
the High-
School inn
White Or-
gandie, rind
read an
Essay, on
11 eliotrope
Paper, en-
titled "Life
and Its Op-
' 11 r t u
eities."
'rite Girl's
naute was
hazel, and
about the
time she
drew the Iiiplinun she was eating Sour
Pickier and just crazy to be an Au-
thoress.
A few Mouths later she Debut-ted
with a Fanfare of Trumpets-, after
which she was so busy straightening
cut her Dates and emoting over lair
Dance Prograunnes tbitt she. forgot tee
1w30 A. W.
Breeze might blow her away. .lust the
tome, when she went to a Hop the
was geed for everything front the
Grand March to -Home, Sweet Home!'
Al; she ueeded to keep her on the
Juuip throughout the entire Night was
a tint. of Chicken Salad and a Maea-
ro :1 :11SAII I a. tn.
st..s.<1 in with the real Rowdy-
lows and was erne-out at moat of the
Is.ing.s. hut she was a trifle shy On
Ward:eke Papa hail a lerge Family
itteesel lewly Apple-Cart,
teed ceuld not le liassii with
▪ many Snake Bing.; anti Diemoud
Left Itt:c1.1/4.
SO fee! Hazel Intel the Wenther Eye
at week. She was looking for some
• iz.b..1 .11114 Lay):
Of consacithe Tired fite Bois ibtailet
at the Dawes. They were lovely Chapel
aud kept their Heir volute-11 likely.
Each one of them owned another Suit-
of clothes and a Banjo. but hazel
wee; ant !coking for a Banjo. She was
bolettg for a Perfect Centleman is ho
weed baud her a beck-Book and tell
her to go US far as she liked.
'therefore, when an Elderly Bachelor
nett: :in Income of several 1)ollsrs per
lienute began to bang around, she
hearkeued to the Voice of Iteason.
Hazel found herself In a swell Shack
right on the lemievard. with 14 Vas-
sals to do her [lidding and a Change
of Jewelry for every Hour in the Day.
Husband would arise tit 730 and
pit.' to the Oahe, but Hazel would
inke her Coffee in Mei about 10.30 and
then read the Suesiety Notes, for fear
that her Name had got into the Papers.
Theo she would have her 'lair d.atze up
and permit two or three strong Serie
ants to lift her into her clothes. Then
the Would go out for a little Ride In a
.Royal Equipage padded 14 inches deep.
AU this
time time
Money -
Getter
would be
answering
the Tele-
phone
with one
Hand and
dictating
Contracts
with • the
Other.
At (1:30.
when the
IPPP
TuE seonerreune.
and had about as tuudi G:
Tow (.1. But !laza wile:,
staff the Night Air. was just as_.,
ish as a itrouelto and keen for a I
She was for taking in n etueste
strut-live Musical (eunedy islet
haying a tasty little Supper of -
II courses.
If the Producer trice to lie dew:.
et:tenet that It had been it Ilan! 1'
at the ()Mee. Hazel aeatmed hint or I,••
,lng a Molvderine, anti lutiiiiatol tint
he hail vessel te tote. After se, s
aieried :Ai tee. Hazel was net lie,
Ing ter :ee tree, Y.', •'tIii iii tht• I
leery. Sissoe see e le est it
nit the ['Oh sit she eazzle the Pin
lie with her Al 1!ithit if Preoloti
Steal's,
rail!.....wr.• that If he mild tytt go eh.
Woule .-all up sees. of the Live tine-
end leave hem behind. He wanted to
110 ga1110. so ill. weithl trail along End
hover Ike a Itark (lend at the Out
reirts ef the Happy Group. -The only"
tine. min one paid tiny Attention to him
wee wilen the Ilene: (erne.
had him gotog South most of
the Thies
If he ever started to rise tip nod de
stare himself she would give him a
eweet little Klee right on the Fore-
heed, and tell lam to lie down and Be-
have.
There is only one Finish for the de-
luded- Mortal who trice to work on a
Dna and at the Sallie UM('
rover tee Wight-111N District with the
Night Shift, Ile WIlelq IID as the Prin-
cipal Attraction of a Daylight Function
at which six of his old-time Friends
wear White Gloves. Every one sends
- Flewers, brit he does not have to ac
knewleige them.
Tfazel looked very well In Black, but
eft was Ilan! lines for her to- stertn
doors. She knew it would-cashes Talk
If site cut loose before the Grass was
Groomin the Family so  shf_Egs
would re-
turn lu SUE OBTAINED A DECIISS.
ihrer 11nys
16 and out If everything was 0. K. &id
IC she was having a Nice Time.
But ,,eit coeld say one Word to his
Credit. Ile never Interfered with tine
of her Arraegements, for the lteason
that wben the Arrangements were be-
am made he was Nos Est. Ile be-
.0age.1 to several Chet% at weevil the
Meath es removed their Pajemas to
put oa Everette Clothes. Sometinee Ise
met his Wife at Dinner-Parees, and
when he did so he showed her every
Perm fur
home be-
Considerution sad asked heel"' she was
gull living at the 3.:11:111.. 1.141.31• lie iwv- ,
40Vgat be a Gentleman, even at n
%Parte_ .
otittroagh" she saw- him ettly- about
once a Week. she aiwnys tills Con-
solation: She kers, he wee not work-
lag hinecelf to Death In any OMee.
i1.11 for n Divorce. the
°Mere Mei to lima a long Time be-
fore they tonne Mtn.
Ile was very treinti Pained, and said
had never uwei n harsh or cruel
Word to ler. hoc:sloe he always talked
over the eith cetera! listening.
Site olgainee a hero. mid as she
eras leavine the tnotreitoom she was
met by n sympathetic Friend.
:'What are you going to do next?'
asked the Friend.
"I am going to buy a Dolt." was the
Reply.
MORAL: it Is Otter. neresicary to try
two or Ores before the Right Kind Is
Leaded,
wort  doing.
Puritan Nature.
'The Puritan owed his extraordi-
nary success in •suteduing this cond..
tit nt and making it the foundation for
a soclai life of ordered liberty pri-
n,arily to the tact that he combined
In a very remarkable degree both the
atrophy and become either incapable aeademicalle, but from the stand-of effort at' capable only of such fah- point of the interests of the people
twain effort as to accomplish nothing as a whole. National sovereignty is
of permanent good. The true doctrine to be upheld ete_so far as it means
to preach to this nation, as to the in- the sovereignty of the people used fordividuals composing this nation, is the real and ultimate good or Menot the life of ease, but the life of People; abd state's rights are to beeffort.. If it were in my power to upheld 'in so far as they mean the
promise the people of this lahd-anYs people's rights. Especially is this
thing, I would not promise them true lb dealing with the relations of
pleasure. I would promise them that the people as ft whole to the great
stern happiness waich comes from corporations which are the distin-
the senre of having done in practical 'wishing feature of modern business
fashion a difficult stork which was eonditIons.
"Experience has shown that it Is
nocessaiy to exerciec a far more effi
dent aontrcl than al present over the
business use of those vast tortures.
chiefly corporete, which are used (as
under modern oonilit1ons they almost
Invariably are) In interstate business.
When the coastitution was created
power of individual ipitiative, of indi- none of the conditions of modern
victual self-help, and the power of business existed. They are wholly
e'ting in eombinatfon with his fel- new and we must create new agencies
lows; and that furthermore he joined to deal affeetively with them. There
to a high heart that shrewd commOn is no objection In the minds ot this
grease which wives a man from the people tri any mane earning any
besetting sins of the visionary and amouet of money if he (toes it hon-
the doctrinaire. Ile was stout heart- estly andsfairly, if he gets it as the
ed and hard headed. He had lofty result of special skill and enterprise,.
purpoies, but he had practical good assreheard of ample service actually
sense, too. He could hold his own in rentlened. But there is a growing de-
the rough workaday world without terinination that no man shall amass
clamorous insistent.* upon being a great fortune by epeeist] prIvilrge,
helped by others, and yet he could by chicanery and wiungdoing, so far
combine with others whenever It be- as It Is in the power of legislation to
came necessary to do a job whir+ prevent; and that the fortune when
eould not be as well done by any one amatteed shall not have a business use
man individually, that is antisocial. Most large veneer-
"The problems shift from eenera- ations do a business that is not con-
tion to generation, but the spirit In tined to aby one stet. Experience
which they must be auprua,:bi,d, if lies shown that the effort to control
they are to be successfully seived, re- these corporations by mere state
meles ever the same. The puritan action can not produce whoieeome re-
tamed the *lisle nese and built u a suits, In most cases such effort fails
Iteyalts's Lucky Dare
Tuesday is associated in a quite
sztraordinary manner with King Ed-
ward, lie was born, baptized and
married on this day of the week
January 22, 1941, was a Tuesday.
Tune 24. he underwent an operation
ni what should have been his corn-
alien day. The Prince and Princess
Wales have a predilection for nem-
ser three, Her Royal Highness having
hree as her incky number. The
Prinee's birthday is on the nd of the
month (June), the royal marriage
etok plate. in leell and their eldest
hild, Prince Edward, was born pn
'mine
Tee otresirlra% to impoverish the
'o set it on riches.
ree government on the. stump-dottod to correct the real abuses of which
learings amid the primevat forest. the corporation Is or may be guilty;
Its descendants must try to skute Irbil. Tit other caeca the effort is apt
the- lite of our --conissiex industrial to cause either -hardship-to. the core
civilization by ,new devices, by new 'oration itself, or else hardship to
neehoda. so as to achieve in the end neighboring states whic.6 have not
the same results of justjce and fair tried to grapple with the problem in
dealing toward all. He cast aside the same manner; and of course we
othing old merely for the sake of in- must be as scrupulous to safeguard
.ovatierre yet he did not hesitate toithe rights of the corporations as to
exact from them in return a full
measure of justice to the public.. I
adopt anything new that would_aave
his purpose. When he planted his
commonwealths on this togged coast
he faced wholly new conditions and:law for corporetione engaged In inter-
he had to devitee new methods of state business. believe, further'
meeting them. So we of today fe„,,Imore, that the need for action is
wholly new conditions in our social rnQgt pressing as regards those cor-
and industrial life, We should eer- P°rati‘)" which, because they are
tainly not adopt any new scheme for common carriers, exercise a quasi-
public function; and which can be
compeeely controlled, in all respects
be the federal government, by the ex-
ercise of the power conferred limier
the interstate commerce clause, and,
grappling with them merely because
it is new and untried; but we can
not afford to shrink from grappling
with ,them beeause they can only be
grappled with by seine new scheme.
believe in a natioral Incorporation
"The Puritan was no 1,aodicean, nollt necesaary, under the post-road
clause, of, the constitution. During
the last few yeare we have taken
marked strides in advance along the
toad of proper regulation of these
ralirourcorporations; but we must
laissez-faire theorist. When he saw
conduct which was in vielation of his
rights—of the rights of man, the
rights of God, as he understood them
—he attempted to regulate such con-
duct with • instant, unquestioning not stt,p- In then work. The national
government should exercise overpromptnees and effectiveness. If there
them a similar Aupervision and con-nas no other way to acoure conform-
ity with the rule of right, then he trol to that which its exercises over
smote down the traneressor with the
Iron of his wrath. The spirit of the
Puritan wiiit a spirit which never
shrank from regulation was neees-
sary for the public weal; and this is
the spirit which we must show today
weeneverit is necessary.
New (Joadltiosue.
"The utterly changed conditions of
our national life necessitate changes
In certain of our laws, of our govern-
(WANTED
Tir--%-
.Young Men and Women for posItions of trust.
where Intelligent service will be appreciated and
paid for—
Experienced . en and Women for positions re-
quit-log ability and tact— `•
People of All Agss,_of- all "talents, of divers
ablates, for suitable lines of employment 
['seri-Things-Such as Pianos, Organs, Every
Sort of Musical Instrument, Wring Machines,
Cash Registers, Store and °Mel! Fixtures, Talk-
ing Machines, Books, Engravings, Post-Cards,
Stamp Collections, Hugs, Carpets, Furniture of
every kind•—
lionies and Garriages, trucks, business - wagons,
incycles, guns, cameras, Batting tackle, automo-
biles-- -
Heal Estate-iota, plots, acres, leaseholds, equi-
ties, houses, eats, apartments, stores --
Instruction in painting, singirig, the violin and
piano, short-hand, accounting, Correspoadence,
langdsge. dancing— •
Places to Live-houses, apartments, furnished
rooms, IstardIng placrs where life is Interesthig.
These are sonie,of the thousands
of people and. thinis that are
"warded" in this city just n.oic,
and if you rdn fill any of these
wants' 
INQUIRE OF THE PUBLIC
%rough a SUN Want Advertisement.
national banks. We can do this only
by proceeding farther along the lines
marked out by the recent national
legislation.
Go Slowly.
"In dealing with any totally new
set of conditions there must at the
outset be hesitation and experiment.
such has been our experience in deal-
ing with the enormous concentration
of capital employed in interstate
business. Not only the legislitures
bet the courts and the people need
gradually to be educated so that they
may see what the real wrongs* are
and what the reat remedies. Almost(
every big bitsitess concern is engaged
in interstate coeimerce, and such a
concern meet not be allowed by a dex-
terous shifting of position, as has
been too often the case In the past, to
escape thereby all responsibility
T'FIE PADUCAH FVENTATO SUN.
- -
_
I iuscsit4.4 metkabg, Gar teger'al rotitein great corporations that thorough- 1
of itelferament Is . bailed upon the'malug and radical control which it is'
theory of leaving to eaciecotnniunity, certain ultimately to find necessary.!
to each state, the eoutrol over things The principle of the Sherman law so,ell_
Which affect only Re- owtr memb far as it prohibits combinations'
]and Which the people of the locale. which, whether becautre of their ex-
themselves can best grapple with, tent or of their character, are harm-
while providing for national reguia NI to the public must always be Ke-
lton in those matters whhb neees- served. HUM:Lately, and I hope with(Concluded front blest Page.)
eerily affect the nation as a whole, It reasonable speed, the national gov-
melts, to um that Such questions as ernment must pass laws which, while
, 
sordid and wean and base, as if we lietional sovereignty and 'state's fleets increasing the supervisory and regieallow our power of achievement to need, to be treated uot empirically or latory power of theagovernmeet, alsol
permits such useful combinations as
are made with absolute openness and
as tAe representatives of the govern-
ment may previously approve. But it
will not be possible to permit such
combinations save as the Legend stage
in a coarse of proceedings of which
the first stage must be the exercise-of
a far more complete central by the
national gcvernment.
The Offenders.
"In dealtng with those who offend
against the anti-trust and iuterstate
comtnerce laws the department of
Justice. has to encounter, many and
great difilculties. Often- men Oho
have been guilty of violating these
laws have really aett.d in criminal
fashion, and ifetoseible should be prd-
ceeded against criminally: and ther
fore It to advisable that there should
be a clause in these laws providing
for such criminal action, and for pun-
ishment by imprisonment as Weil as
by Atte. But, as ts well known, in a
criminal action the law is strictly con-
strued in favor of the defendant, and
in our country, at least, both judge
and jury are far more inclined to con-
sider his rights than they are the in-
terests of the general public; While
in addition it is ,always true that a
man's general practices may be so
bad that a civil actiom will lie when it
may not be possible to convict him of
any one criminal act. There is un-
fortunately a certain lumber of our
fellow-countrymen who seem to ac-
cept the view that unless a man can
be proved guire of some particular
crime he shall be collated a good
citizen, no matter how Infamous the
life he has led, no matter how perni-
cious his doetrines or his practices.
This is the view announced from time
to time with clamorous insistence,
now by a group of predatory capital-
ists. now by a group of sinister an-
tes{ h eitie leaders sect _ssitgtpre_wite
ever a special champion of either
class, no matter how evil his general
life, is acquitteeof some one specific
crime. Such a view is wicked whether
applied to eapitalist or labor leader,
to rich mare or poor man. But we
have to take this feeling into ac-
count when we are debating whether
it Is potteible to geCa convietieu in a
criminal proceeding against softie
rah trust magnate, many of whose
ections are severely to be condemned
ft on) the milbal and social Standpoint,
but no one of whose actious seems
clearly to establish such technical
guilt as will ensue* a conviction. As
it matter of etpediency. In enforcing
the law against a graat corporation,
we have continually to weigh the
arguments pro and con as to whether
a prosecution can successfully be en-
tered into. and. Its to whether we can
be successful in a criminal action
against the chief indisiduals in the
corporation: and if not whether we
can at least be successful In a civil
action against the corporation itself.
Any effective action on the part of thel
government is always objected to, as
a matter of course, by the wrong-
doers, by the beneficiaries of the
wrongdoers, and by their champions, i
and often tine of the most effective
ways of attacking the action of the
government is by objeetinr to prac-
tisel action upon the ground that it
does not go far enough. One of thn
favorite devices of those who are
really striving to prevent tbe enforce_ ,
meat of these laws is to clamor for
astfon of such severity that it can not
he undertaken because it will be cer-
tain to fall if tried. An instance of
this is the demand often made for
criminal prosecutions where such
prosecutions would be certain to fall.
at'e have found by actual experience
that a jury which will gladly punish
a corporation by fine, fbr instance,
will acquit the individual members of
that corporation if we proceed against
them criminally because of those very
things whi it the corporation whicheither to sate or to nation. The they direct end control hes done. InAmerean people became firmly con- a recent case against the licoricevinced of the need of control _overt.etreat we indicted and tried The twothee.' great aggregations of capital, corporations and their respectlyeespecially where they html a monupo- presidents. The contracts mid otherlistic tendency, before they became transfer-Golfs establishing the guilt ofquite clear as ta the proper way of the corporatfone were nrade throughachieving the centrol. Through their and so far as they were an writingrepresentatives in mogr(sa they tried were signed by, the two presidentstwo ri medics, which were to a large yet the jury convicted the two cor-degree, at least as interpreted by the- porat ions and acquitted the two menrourte, contradictory. On the one
hand, under the anti-trust law the
effort WES made to prohibit all combi-
nation, whether it was or was not
hurtful or beneficial to the public. 00
the other hand, throttgh the inter-
state commerce law a beeinning was
made In exercising lamb supervision
and contrdrOver combinations as to
prevent there &dug anything harm-
ful to the body politic. The first law
the co-called Sherman law, has filled
a useful place, for it' bridges over the
entree: eon period until the American
people shall definitely make up its
mind that It will exercise over the
talall11111111111111111111P 
FLOWERS
le•- beautifying your yards and
,etimatee on flower beds we
will call and see you. Phone
'•ehinans Brno. for ttie largest
Ind moat complete stock of
dowers and plants lit the city.
Fres delivery to any
'part of tlie city.
SCHMAUS BROS.
Firwth Phonon 192,
Both verdicts ould not possibly have
been correct: but apparently the aver
age juryman wishes to see trusts
broken up, and is quite ready to fine
the corporation itself; but is very re-
bistOnt to find the facts "proven
beyond a reasonable doubt" when it
cornea to sending to jail a eeputable
member of the business community
for dong what the bustnese com-
munity has unhappily grown to recog-
nize as welenighelortnal In business
Moreover, under the necessary test-
nicallties of -criminal tiroceedings,
often the only man who can be
reached criminally will be some so-
berdinate who is not the real guilty
party at all.
• .. Criminal Wealth.
"Many men of large wealth have
been guilty of conduct which from the
nsoral standpoint is criminal, and
their misdeeds are to a peculiar de-
gree reprehensible, because theme
conimitting °tent have tut exsuee of
want, of poverty, of weakness and
littiehinee to qiffer as partial atone-
ment. When in addition to moral. re-
sponsibility these men, have a legal
responsibility which can he proved so
as to Impress a judge and jury, then
I.
Tn.:M[1AT, AUtit'ST SM.
• We have several good driving horses for sale at reasonable piques and
will guarantee them as represented. Call and see them.
THE TULLY LIVERY COMPANY.
INCORPORATED
Livery and Bearding lard. hail Street sat lentyclty Amu.
FOR RENT
1
Several desirable offices and
rooms, on second and third
floor; water, light, heat and
janitor service included; prices
reasonable.
AMERICAN-GIRMAN NATIONAL BANK
CITY TRANSFER CO
Now located al
Glauber's-Stable.
We are ready for •11 Made et hatiOns.
TELEPHONE 499
elesiliWONSIMIIIMISMInn=1111Wei
-
tke 11e4Aai (meat will etrate every
nerve to touch them criminala.
VI here this is impossible, then it will
take whatever action will be mcet
effective under the actual conditions
"In the lase six years wtt have
shown that there is no individual and
no corporation so-powerful that he or
it stands above the possibility of pun-
tshment under the law. Our aim is
to try to do something elective. Our
purpose of the administrate:sr:1 is to
stamp out the evil; we shall seek to
lad the most elective device for this
tbatLire _shaft think 
It, whether the device can be found
Au existing law or must be supplied
by legislation. Moreover, when we
thus take action against the wealth
which works iniquity, we are actin"
in the interest of every man'of prop-
erty With acts deeently and fairly by
his fellows; and. we are strengthening
the hands of those who propoee fear-
lessly to defend property against all
unjust attacka. No individuele no
corporailote obeying the law has any-
thing to fear from this administra-
tion.
-- -
to strengthen it, it 'oust be strength-
ened. We Jiave now secured a na-
tional employers' liability law: but
ultimately a more far-reaching and
thorough-gcing law, must be passed.
It is monstrous that a man or woman
win> Is crippled is an industry, even
as the reenit of taking what are the
necessary risks of the occupation,
should be required to beer the whole
burden of the logs. That burden
shnuld be tifetributed and not placed
owlet; upon the weakest individual
the hot. leapt able lo carry it. " By
ii•emple rows
The Wage learuers.
el very earnestly hope dist the
leginiations which deals with the regu-
lation of corporations engaged In In-
tervale business will also deal with
the rights and interests of the wage-
workers employed by those corpora-
teens. Action was taken by the cob-
gresa last ye:.: I' :'• .1 -7 tee number
of hours that railway employee should
be emploeed. The law Is ft good one:
but if e
W 1r Pextoa,
President.
will ultimately be dis Betted tortoni
all the beneficiaries of the business.
Tubersulosts.
"I also hope that there will be
lc- glutton increaging the power of the
national government to deal with per-
Uhl matters concerning the health of
our people everywhere; the federal
authorities, for Inetaece, should join
with all the state authorities in war-
ring against the dreadful scourge of
tut...mitosis. Your own state govern- -
men:, liere In Massachusetts, deserves
high praise for the action it has. a
taken in these public health matters
during the last, few years; and in
this, as in tome Other Matters, I hope
to pee the national igovie-nment stand
abreast of the foremost state govern-
ments."
."I seen de devil once," said Broth-
er Dickey. "And how' Jul he look'!"
"Well, sub, ter ter the truth, after t
qvilt rtintsin' I clean disrememberea
favor." AtlantA Constitubion
R 'Rudy, P Puryear
Outlier. Aseiatent cIaahlae.,
CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK
Inc•rsor•t•4
0111pitAl t...... • . ow 8. .100 MOO
111 1111114111. . . . . .... ....... *0 . . Ire 1•10 • aa.114.0“
1/01101:khOl der@ I lath Mir • • cc 111.11 • Are •a• • • exe• • • 100,000
Total security to depssmies 01154),4ius
Accounts of individiiis and Onus geMeitod. We apprec late
•waall as well am Largo tkPoattora and dotard to all am same
reurtemas lueatirst.
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
0110•1 PIATUItHAT NIURVIA FROM 7 TO 8 OCLOCIK..
Third. and Broadway
Look at the Stamp on
Bottled in Bond Whiskies
Very frequently the mott inferior
goods depend on their sale by having
a green stamp on the rsieek of the
bottle. This counts for nothing with-
out merit and quality is in the bottle.
Early Times
And
Jack  Beam
I, nine summers old. The gov-
meet.stamp will ao indicate:
di
TUESDAY, AtOUST SO. TITE PADUCAH PATIMMNG 8[171- PAM /11111111r.
Backache.
Pain in the
Hips and Groins
Inmost eases are direct results
lal. WEAK KIDNEYS and IN-
FlaAMDIATION OF THE BLAD-
DER. The strain on the Kid-
ney's and inflamed membranes
lining the neck of the Madder
producing the pains.
LARK'S
KIDNEY
GLOBES
WILL CURE IT
lia. ase
Two doses give relief, and
one box we cure any ordinary
case of Kidney or Bladder
trouble. Removes Gravel, cures
Diabetes, Seminal Emissions.
Weak and Lame Back, Rheuma-
tism and all irregularities of the
Kidneys and Bladder in both
men and women. Sold at 60
cents a box on the No Cure No
Pay basis by licl'herson's drug
store, Fourth and Broadway,
sole agents for Paducah, or sent
by Mail upon receipt of price to
Lark Medicine Co., Louisville,
Ky.
CAT TWO YEARS IN-A MINE.
Gets Out at Last and Returns to Its
(Nti Home, e
Wilkesharre, Pa., Aug. 21.--After
spending two years In the depths of
a coal mine a cat owned by James
Werke, of Ashley, has returned to
him. The cat was such an inveterate
thief that Mrs. Werke insisted two
years ago that it should be killed or
lest. Several attempts to live it fail-
ed, and Werke, who is a miner, then
pet it in a bag and took it to one 'et
the lowest level; of the No. 20 col-
liery. There he flourished and grew
fat. There was fine hunting, the big
mine rats being numerous and dar-
ing
Recently the mine was shut downsand tui there was no more grain in
at-abife the rats. Infi-Now that
is no more hunting and the cat made
Its appearance .yeaterday at Warke's
home. How It v114 out of the mine is
a mystery.
IlIlleven Cowles« "Things."
A woman in a near-by town an-
nounced a "white elephant party."
Each guest was told to bring some-
thing for which she hail no use, but
which was too good to throw away.
Eleven of the nineteen guests present
brought their husbands. -Somerset.
(Pa.) Special to Philadelphia Record.
Trifles are sometimes said to be
tight as air, bet it is often an air of
iestiny they wear, air the same.
PALA Mid WOhltat
MARA 33 for miaaturi.
J., ei age. Mar luirgeo,iallaa.metioss
irrltatimot or ulorie•Met
••1“ Aii•mwe of to o ova* wernbreaft
femerbe. Refalem, ead set marts
'a Cs. O 'Air or p000munc
oficuso /1•1411 or leraugleaa
. 0.. or ONO IQ •4•10, •
Si *RPM*. 1•1 1r63
VIAL ow 3 b tto•-"e
Sour Stomach
"I aired Ceamere.,M evil feel like • new sten. I beim
ber•  sufferer Into, dyerepola sad soar etoreerb
for the isee two years. I have bee% falls( Aiedi•
. in* sod other drugs. Sot fled no relief nnly
:or aabam shoe. I will rey,./1•130,34 feweamie t•
Ar felenil• Si th.. hely thing for Ind go•tioe ana
rose stomach awl i ke.e th• bnweie In good coa•
Th,•T •o- nice it cat.''
!I ,y Stuckley, Mauch Allmak. Pa.
Best For
The Bowels
_PleanseS, Pelmahle. P.tent. Timm flood. De
Preeir Mellon. Weaken or Gripe. Ilk 3M. lie.
told ie Tho gen..Me tablet Metered
liaikeantoed to core or your airing) heck.
Sterling Remedy Co.. Chicago or N.Y. sm
ANNUAL SALE, TEl MILLION BOXES
Oak Dale Hotel
EIrm4kport,
Asia: $I a Day. Ereqtkitut111
Luken, Pnateetrsu.
EVANSV-ILLE, PADUCAH ANL
CAIRO LINZ.
Namerfile wad Paducah Packetu
Uneorpnrated),
(Dab y Except Sunday.),
Steamers Joe Fowler and John II
Hopkins, leave 'Paducah for Evans
rill' and way Landings at 11 a. m.
Special excursion rate mow in el
feet from Paducah to Evansville and
titers*, Si 60. Elegant musts on tht
boat. Tab I. unsurpassed..
WPICAMER DICE FOWLER
Leaves Pacucah for Csfro and Ira,
landings at 8 a. M shtu-pe, daily, er
Sept Sunday. Special- excursion rate.
bow In effee,t from Paducah to Cain
and return, with or without meals
and room. Good music and table us
turpeeeed
Tor flirther information appib
II A. frowler General Pass. Igest, ot
GIven Fowler, City Pau. Avail, at
eow:mr-Gruabaugh • (301a offit
:Ay? Awe- No. IL
THE LION AND
THE MOUSE.
•Mii••••••••• By CHARLPS KLEIN.
Story of America:is Lift Novelized Freon the Piety by
ARTHUR HOR1VBLOIV.
*COPYRIGHT. 1906. RY G. W. DILLINGHAM COMPANY.
(Continued from last tissue.)
Ills eye smidenly rested on the letters
she was holding He stepped ehort.
and reaching forward he tried to snatch
them from her.
"What have you got there?" he ex-
claimed.
Ile took the letters, arid she made no
ressistence. It would be folly to force
the issue now, she thought. Another
opportunity would preseut itself. Ry-
der locked the lettere up very carefully
in the drawer on the leflhand side of
his desk, muttering to himself rather
than ?peaking to Shirley:
"How on earth did they get among
my other papers?"
"From Judge Roomers., were they
not?" said Shirley boldly.
"Row did ton know It was Judge
Itossmore?" demanded Ryder suspi-
ciously. "I didn't know that his name
had been mentioned."
"I saw his signature," abs said sim-
ply. Then shoe added, "He's the father
of the girl you don't like, isn't he?"
"Yes; he's the"
A cloud came over the fin-rtneter'n
face. ' ills eyes darkened.. his jaws
snapped, and he clinched Phi fist.
"flow you must bate said Shir-
ley, who observed the change.
"Not at nil," replied Ryder. reeover-
inp,his self possession anal suevity of
manner. "I disagree with his polities
fuel his methods, hat-1 know rery lit-
tle about him PXCPISt that he Is dhont
to be removes front •oftlee "
"About to be?" echoed Shirley. "So
his fate is decided even before he Is
tried?' 1-be girl laughed bitterly.
"Yee," she went on. "some of the news-
axe begbunes..iteshlok-Inla.lis.
nocent of the things of whieh he is ac-
"Do tbey?"'said Ryder Indifferently.
"Yes." she persisted, "most people
are on Ms skies"
She planted her elbows on the desk
In front of her, and looking him square-
ly in the face she asked him point
blank:
"Whose side are yon on-really and
trnlyr
itsder winced. 'What right had this
woman, a stringer both to Judge Ross-
'more end himself, to (-owe here and
carechlme him? He restrained his Im-
pntienee with difth•trity as he replied:
"Whoop side RIO I on? Oh. I don't
know that I am on any elde. I don't
know that I give It much thought. r -
"Do you think this men deserves to
be punished" she demanded.
She had resumed her seat at the desk
and partly regained her self poesessior.
"Why do you ask? What Is your in-
terest in this matter?"
"I don't know." she replied
"His case interests me, that's all.
It's rather romantic. Your son loves
this rtfairs.daulthter. II-sit In disgrace
- many seem to think unjustly." Her
"What haw you pot trkrcr •
oleo trembled with emotion As she
continued: • "I have beard front one
source or another-you know I am ac-
quainted with a number of newspaper
men-I have beard that life' no longer
has any interest for hint that he is not
only disgraced hot beggared, that he is
pining away slowly, dying of a _broken
heart, that his wife and daughter are
In despair. Tell MP, do you think he
deserves such a fate?'
Ryder remained thoughtful a mo-
ment, and then he replied:
-"No, I drenot-uo"-
Thinking that she had touched his
ttympathiee, Shirley followed .up her
advantage:
"Oh, then. why Nit come to 114 rescue
-you,- who are so richaso powerful:
you, who can move the scales of jus-
tice at your will-save this man from
humiliation and disgrace"
Ryder shrugged bIs shoulders, and
his face expressed weariness, as if the
subject had begun to bore him.
"My dear girl, you don't understand.
His removal is necessary."
Shirley's face became get and hard.
There Ivo§ a cultilienpitietts ring to her
words stir she retorted:.
"Yet ye t admit that he may be limo-
"Even if I knew it as a fact, I coulti
not move."
"no yott mean to say that if you had
positive proof'!" She Wilted to the
drawer in the desk where he had
placed the Iwitate, "ft tou hid abiso
lure proof in that finower, fet
wodidcet yoo lb.:10 him tb.,n?"
Ityder's rael- grew cold and inscru-
table; he now wore his fighting mask.
"Not even If I had the absolute proof
in Oat driiwilit. iO ausiiptil vkionte!
"Have you absolute proof in that
drawer?" she demanded.
"I repeat that even if I had I could
not expose the men who have been may
friende. It's noblesse oblige lu pollees
as well as In society, you know."
He smiled again at her, as if be had
recovered his good humor after their
sharp passages at arms.
-Oh, It's Wince! That's what the
papers said. And you believe him hi
noeents ?Yell, you must have seine
grounds for Your belief." -
"Not necessarily."
"You said that even if you had the
preens you could not produce them
without sacrificing your friends.'shew
bug that your friends are interested in
having this man putt off the bench"
he stopped and Must into hysterieal
latiehter. "Oh. I think. you're havints
a joke at my expense," she Went ed.
"just to see hew far you can lend we
I dummy .Indge Rosernorri deem-vett nil
he gets. Oh, yes, I'm suee he Ilosers eta
It." She rose and walked to the other
side of the room to conceal her eme-
tkm.
Ityder watched her curiously.
"Ma- dear young lady, host you take
this matter to hearr."
"Please foreive me," laughed Shit
lel and averting her Mee eoneeril
the fact that her eyes were fillet with
teem. "It's my artiste- tempera MI..)
I suppose. It's always gettine tne into
trouble. It appealed- PO strongly to my
tympathies. this story of hopeless Mve
1.etwesm two young people, with the
father of the girl hennaed by corrupt
poll t 'eta us and u n rupn lou s ti u a tie le rs
It was too neeit for me. Alt. eh. I
forret where
Kike- teemed egelttert et- eisalez-itteleornole
taint from nervonsnees. her whole body
trembliug. .tt that moment there was
s knock at the library door. and Jet-
tereots Ryder appeared. Not ReOillg
abirley, wit 'so back was Owned
se advanced to greet his father. ,
"You fold Ire to COMO up lii flee ruin-
ntee," he sat& "I just wanted to
my"-
"Mats Green." said Ryder senior, ad-
dressing Shirley and ignoring whatever_
It was that the young man wanted to
rely, -this is my son Jeffersoe. Jeff,
this is Miss Green
Jefferson leeket1 lit the direettun Indi-
celled and stood as if reotiel to the
door, lie was so surprised that he was
struck dumb. Finally, recovering him-
self, De exclaimed:
"Shit-Ice l" e
"Yee. Maley Greem the nuttier." ex-
plained Miler 'wilier, not noticing the
note of familiar recognition In his ex-
clamation.
XhIrlay earn/teed and, hokling out
her hand to Jefferson, said de.ourely:
"I am very pleased to meet you, Mr.
Ryder.- Then qnlekly In nn undertoue
she added: "Be careful. Don't betray
Duo."
JelTerron was so astounded that he
did n it see the outstretched lined, all
Ii.' could do was to stand and stare
first at her and then at his father.
"Why don't you shake hands wfth
her?" said Ryder senior. "Site won't
bite you." Then he readed:-"Miss Green
I. going to do some literary work for
me, so we shall see a wrest deal of her.
its too bad you're going away." He
chuckled at his own, pleasantry,
"Father," blurted out Jefferson, "I
Came to say that I've changed my
mind. Yoe cilti not want me to go, and
I feel I ought to do something to please
yon."
"Good boy," said Ryder, pleased.
'Now you're talking common sense."
He turned to Shirley, who was getting
ready to make her departure: "Well,
Miss Green, we may consider the mat-
ter settled. You undertake the work
Por the
CHAFING -DISH
Denatured
Alcohol
We take pleasure in announc-
ing that we now have Denatured
Alcohol for our trade. It is to
be used for burning purposes
only, as nearly every one- now
knows, but for use in the arts
and Mechanics it is the most
economical and satisfactory fue
known.
Cheaper than wood alcohol, it
also burns without any of its
offensive odor. Next time try
it in your chafing dish or alco-
hol beater; it will be a revela-
tion to you. Be sure to phone
WINSTEAD'S, for no other
Paducah druggist handles it,
Both Phones 756.
15e pt, and bottle; to rebate
Mil; for bottle. Irrsio
25c 1 pt. and bottle; 10c rebate
for bottle.
35e 2 pt. and bottle; be rebate
for bottle.
S. IL WINSTEAD
Primal Service in 's'etreal klet
"""" Seventh andiBroadway.
'YYWY Ì̀ es""ev.
You
Chances
Neither do
Take No
we. We do not
deliver your medicine until
we are satisfied that it is per-
fectly right in every detail.
A medicine made by us is
what the prescription calls
for, nothing more or less.
McPHERSON'S
DrueStore.
at tfe price 1 mutest anti finish It as
bOOL as you can. of aeirse you will
tetra to consult me a god deal as you
go along, so I think it would be better
for you to come and stay here while
the work is progressing. Mrs. Ryder
can give you a suit of rooms to your-
self, where you will be undistiirbed,
aud you will have all your material
close at hand. What do you sus?"
. Shirley weg silent for a ttit.toeut
She looked first at- Ryder and then at
his lien, and front them her glance
went to the little drawer on the left
band side of the cleat. Then she said
quietly:
"As yon think best, Mr. Ryder I um
entta willing to do the wort here."
ityder senior eecorted her to the top
of the landing and watched her' as she
ensue] down the grand staircase, ush-
ered by the gorgeously uniformed flun-
kies, to the front door and the street.
(To be continued in nest issue.)
WILIAAMW CARBOLIC SALVE
WITH ARNICA and WITCH HAZEL.
The best Salve in the world for
Cuts Brases Sores ricers. Sat
ilheam, Tetter, Chapped Hands, and
all skin eruptions. It is guaranteed
to give satisfaction, or money re-
funded. Price 25c by Druggists.
WILLIAMS' M'F'D. CO., Props,
Cleveland. 0,
PUNK WAS ONLY. BELL PUP,
BUT LOSS.BROKE MAN'S HEAltT
Cleveland. 0 , Aug. 2,0.-- Grief
over the loss of his employer's bull
pup caused the death -06T Charles
Powell, colored, who died at Cleve-
land general hospital yesterday morn-
ing. The lost hull pup was found,
but not until had been too late to
save Powell'e life. Ile died without,
knowing that the dog has been re-
covered.
For the past 15 years Powell had
been employed as a coachman by Dr.
H. W. Kitchen, president of the State
Flanking and Trust company, of 3134
Euclid asenue. lie was a faithful
is rsant and took great pride in the
doctors horses and dogs. He was
especially attached to Punk, a bull
pup.
When the dog wendered away front
the house last Tuesday Powell was
almost distracted over his loss, He
set out in search for the dog and for
several hours walked the hot streets
in a vain endeavor to Ideate the ani-
mal. He was greatly worried, in fact,
grief-strisken, over the pup's toes,
and when he returned at nightfall he
collapsed In his employer's kitchen
Powell was taken to Cleveland
general hospital, where he hovered
between life and death until tire end
came yesterday morning. He was
unconsclotts the greater part 9f the
time, but during his lucid moments he
called for Punk and begged to be al-
lowed to continue the search.
Chance to-Write for the Paper.
Who has not at times hid Ideas
which he or she would like to see in
some newspaper? Many a geed
thought has slumbered in the brain
of the thinker because of the diffi-
culties and rebuffs which are always
supposed to Ile in the path to the ed-
itorial sancturu. The Chicago Rec-
ord-Herald, however, welcomes 'such
ideas and has a page in its Sunday Is-
sue called "The Battle ,Ground , of
Modern Thoug'ht." which is -devoted
exclusively to letters from its read-
ers. The best articles received each
week- are carefully edited and printed
over the writer's names. The amount
of really valuable matter that finds
its way Into the department Is re-
i markable and is proof that the atilt-
o write well and entertaibingly
is not confined to professional writ-
ers. The only restriction the Records
iHerald puts upon writers for this In-
teresting page is that articles must
he of a controversial naetre and de-
voted to the discussion of some cur-
rent topic
•
In Water Color.
Among the students taking the art
(entree at a certain Roston educa-
tional institution are two Impecuni-
ous yonthe front a southern silty. To
reduce their expenses the young men
front Dixie share an apartment, to
;shish is attached a sort of kitchen!
*here they prepare most of their ...own
„tamale.
1
1 One morning the elder of the !in-
dents appeared arthe kitchen door,
palette on thumb and frown on brow
"What's the matter with the coffee,
Dick?" he aslced. frrentil'̂
"A little peticnce, old man," re-
Jilled Dick, "and. soon fix .jou.
It's already sketched In."-liarper's
'Weeklr. ration,
FRANCHISE NOT
SPECIFIC ENOUGH
Mechanicsburg Street Car Or-
dinance Referred.
lottraey Lightitits Matter Gots( To
Joint Public Improvement«
(*Milani( tee,
FROM BOARD 4W COUNCILMEN
Because the time was not stab
for the beginning of the wot k, or s!
the Owe to complete it, the ord
nance authorizing the sale of a rialto'
ebbe for the operation of a street car
line in Mechanicsburg went back to
the ordimanes. committee of the board
of councilmen last night for 'revision:
Councilman Wilson brought up the
deficiency, and as a reasonable
length of time it was suggested (Stet
the work be started in 18 months
and be completed in two years. May-
er Yeller stated' he was confident
there would be objections. offered
and at his suggestion It was referred
bask to the ordinance committee for
revision.
As announced in The Sun yester-
day afternoon, the wiring In tin. pub-
!IC library Is condemned and nor sat-
isfactoey. A communteation front eta
trustees of the library was in the-
null air's hand and as the cost of nvw
wiring will be between $111.1 and
Ude. Mayor Yeiser offerei the sag-
gestion which prevailed as a niotion,
that it be referred to the joint pub-
lic improvement aqinnalttee with
power to act.
Councilman Crandall extenied to
the board an invitation to p Iciriate
in the Labor Day parade, Sept .mber
2., and the council by unanimous
vote accepted the invitation.
Market Hauer Lights.
The need of two additional lights
nt the netrket-Atenter,
the board of public
stalls are dark at
marketers can not
change,
further time was
public improsement cetnmitlee in
the matter of purchasing govern-
ment,. testing weights. Each weight
we/ (-inn $6.
The ordinance providing for the
sale of a frenchlse to operate a tele-
phone system was given second pas-
sage.
('. E. Blacknall's saloon license
was transferred from 153:1 Mold
street to II-32 South Tenth street.
Plans have been completed -for the
new house for the sexton of Oak
Grove centetery and the cemetery
committee was authorized to ask for
bids.
A lot in block 42, Oak Grove cem-
etery, was sold to Mrs. L. D. Adams
for $60. A.lot. MISS sold to Mrs. John
Orme for $100.
Mayor Yeiser wants relief for the
city from horses standing on the-
payee streets, The ordinance commit-
-tee Is drawing up an ordinance cov-
ering the objection now.
A report was demanded from the
ordinance committee, concerning the
agreement reached, when the owners
of TerreA's distillery asked for a
privilege to retail liquor. It WAS re-
ferred to the committee some time
ago.
The motion of Aldernaan Hubbard
that an ordinance be brought in pre-
hibiting prostitutes from walking on
the streets with encorts, was referred
41 the ordinance committee.
The ordinance committee was au-
thorized te bring in an ordinance or
resolution exempting the Padureh
Tannery company from taxation for
five years.
Ttfe report of the finance commit-
tee was received and filed. Expellees
were allowed to the amount of $4.-
159.82.
Councilmen Foreman and Herzog
were absent from last night's meet
in g,
Chicago & Northwestern Ry, to the
(.rent North Woods.
Special low rates are in eMert daily
from all points via The North-West-
ern Line to the fishing and hunting
grounds of northern Wiseonsin and
the upper peninsula of Michigan le-
eluding Gogebic Lake, Cisco Lake
Eagle River, Woodruff. Manitoselsh
Mereer, Hayward. Gordon, Radisson
and to various hake Superior points
Including Duluth. Super-tors, Ashland
Baytield, Isle Royale, Marquette and
Seulte Ste Marie. Booklets containing
detailed maps, lists of hotels and
camp and other valuable information
on application. N. M. Breeze, Gen-
eral Agent. 436 Walnut street. Cin-
cinnati, Ohio.
wee- referred-to
works. Several
night and the
see to make
asked by the
Didn't Fit the Water.
A jolly old steamboat captain. says
Everybody's, with moire birth than
height, was asked if he had ever had
any very narrow4 escapes
"Yes." he replleed, his eyes twink-
ling: 'once I fell off my boat at the
mouth of Bear Creek, and, although
I'm an expert swimmer. I guess I'd
be there now if it hadn't been for mt
crew. You see, the water was just
'letup enough so's to be over my bead
when I tried to wade out, and just
shallow enough--he gave his bed,'
an explanatory pat-"so that when-
ever I tried td swim out ..I dressed
bottom." -
'The town of Or•on. Sweden, I-
without taxes, The decessery reve-
nues are derived from a forest reset-
II Years' Success i Indorsed by Business Mee Incorporated. $300,000.00 
Capital- j / /BU/SIRESS 'PRACTICAL 
29 Colleges in 16 Settee alt. F. Draushou. free
, 
/ /
ii
Fcloble
e i
.11,4 
M
PCISITIONS SECURED or MONEY REFI'NDED ' 4
Sale ilcIASSTALTunialli
Kraern as the Up-to Date Business Schools P'1 FU
Illy A COURSE III Book- ness English, or utustratin4 FREE by MAID
MAIL keeping, thanking, to FIVE persons In each county, desiring to
  S li o rt h a nd , Pen- attend a business college, who us-ttl 141 once
Manstilp, Arithmetic, Telegraphy, Letter CLIP and send this notice (mentioning this
Writsug, Law, Mechanical Drawing, Bust • paper) to Draughwes rracticat Bus. College:.
FREE
PADUCAH, 314 BROADWAY;
or Evansville, Mempilla or St. Lout..,
 /0.00/.000A,
LAKE BREEZES MANITou
Can be Enjoyed in Sale
on thc STLEL SILAMSHIP
First-Claes Only Peseenger hurSi.w.oriv..leenert.E.rXmopoilttplv.e.ily
eui.i.b end ell Llama
::74r66...t:o. • MISSOURI and ILLINOIS t. rankt..rt.
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1. 2 ‘6 • 0, 11,1i Orsatirotot.
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105. ERCLZH 6. P. A. Illanitee Stesiashos Co, Cascara es
IL F. CetiaCe. IL P. A. Neetteen Iiishigan Tram. CS, Chicago-
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Enjoy
the
of a Lake Trip
Spen.1 y,-lif VW/W..41 on the
Lakes and travel via the Mrse
arid comfortabk• steamers of •
it. & 0. Lou'. Your 141,061(10[M
wilt .1, you through ticket(' via the
it & C %Me to all (irest !Ake 1.-
Porte a mammoth new st.1113rier
ins gi.360.(111).00 will be In
between DetroiS and Cleimiud
flOAS/U 1:40.
D & C TIME TABLE
LA tC [air DIVISION MACKINAC DIVISION
......eve Daft , 41/1. y  test e U. Lw.ToIor10 Sender & •Seoreene 1 SO A. 14
-i. ), S. 3 1 A M. • T ...gays & Thursdays • 00 r. so.
t.•a.• I. ,. rim y  10.15 P. U. Li.Detin.t 1.11..neyslit •Swi,,ders 5.00 P. V
Arrtve ROI; .1 Ia.., S  30 A. 41. •Pred....4ert & fr,de,e 9 It A. IA.
F. The. per evet 'me. 3...
're-wa• '• II4.4444 Top hoemena Delved ..it ile.eima derma July seed Aegeet. r..... 3.....
Pim t. re %. alert loth la* C. it T. Liao wilt ...,..rete day mon. deiir Newer Lyman& Pot-iwasy
ae4 Toledo
Peed et . ,-ret 04m.y for illsolost..4 paceptil.4. 444relo. 1. a teerlen. T. A., Dem" Ilia
DET1t0 .T & CLE11 ELAND NAV. CO. Mo., a. aintilae, Pm. 5,0 taboos., Seal Sar
POWA SIAN HAS .A
TEANI oF NlooSE.
-
Splits Airvng Country }Wads at speed
Equal to Record Trotters.
-
• this
ticirt7r., of:.-vone• -
('t at us of
the oddest teams in America. He has
succeeded in breaking a pair of moose
to drive In harness, In his sleigh Mr.
Croesman 'spins abcut as rapidly be-
hind these animals as if drawn by a
team of trotting horses.
The moose were raptured ,at Bear
Island Lake. a few miles south of
Ely, three yeare ago. The nejther
had been killed .by an Indian and 1,url
trapper In the neighborhood. hearin
the dogs harking, sought the cause
stud found two moot*. calves. Mr.
Crossman bought these calves from
the trapper and seeured a permit
from the governor to keep them,
At the first the moose did- not enjoy
harness, but tiny soon became accus-
tomed to it. Their antlers are now
growing, and by the time the moose
are S years old they will be large
size, Abt first the problent or feeding
them was no small one, in their nat-
ural environs they live on poud lily,
rOot s. leav ía of trees or tender shoots
of willow.
Mr Crossman fed them willow
twigs and young birsie hut it soon
betanue a difficult task. AS they re-
quired three wagon loads a week.
Today they eat turnips hey, eahtidst•
and seem to enjoy the disi iis nmeh ius
the one to which Gee hal before'liess
ucenstomed. One of 11100$4. will
as two hors's. They niis
ble most of the time; except when
lying downsin the middle of the day.
Each weighs about Stet pounds
- . -
olden Hank in the World.
There Was a kind of imbilc record
pie at Nrheseh, iliCh it was cus-
touttNy to deposit important legal
and , other documents, rue h He con-
tracts and aereemeuts for the pur-
sham. atist ef property. marriage
..ttlettisals, wills, six. Among these
there vs, re dite.overed official state-
nts as to the history and transla-
tions of the eminent banking house
of Esidu at Nineveh. Assyrian citron-
/does proves that these refer to &
date about 2,3ust years hetort• the
l ehristian srac, when Abraham dwelt
lat l'r of the Chslnees, as is stated iii
CI ncsis. Wu- Ditty,' therefore, Hahn
;for "this firm the repttation of being
ithe oldest bank in but world, at least.
flf whith. we helve soy record, or are
likely to have. Tile aceounts are
%Pr) volaminous. and --over the trans-
actions of live generations or the
house from father to FOR. The firm
et ew rapidly in importance dudes
this petiod, during which they at-
tained great waaalta. for they suc-
ceeded in secitsing from the king the
appointment of collectors of taxes, a
position wheat in the east always
leads to fortune. They afterward
framed the revenue lot several of
the Assyrian provinces, with' very
great gain to the firm.-T. P.'s hen-
'don Weekly.
PILF:S: P:LES! PILES!
Indian Pile Onttnc7
cure Wind, Bleeding and i
Piles. It absorbs the tumors, ai.aya
NEW STATE HOTEL .:ching at once, acts as a poultice.
METROPOLIS. ILL,
D. A. Bailey, Prop.
/meet and beet hotel in the city
Kates $2.410. Two large @tempi.
looms. Bath rooms. Electric Lights
'the only centrally located Hotel ir
Ike city, sse
OOMMERCLAL PATRONAGE SO-
LICITED.
ILLINOIS CENTRAL EX.
CURSION lItTLLeriN.
The following
are announced:
Louisville, Ky.
cureless. August
ttsrning August
trip $2.50.
•
reduced rates
--Spadal ex-
27, Good re-
29. Round
Jarneidown, Va. - Exposi-
tion, A,.pril 19th to November
30th--15 days; *23.75. ('finch
excursions on special -dates;
118,00 every Tuesday; limit
10 days.
For information, apply to
City Ticket Office, Fitth and
Broadway Or Union ,Depot.
J. T. DOSOVAN,
Agt City Ticket CMoe
R. M. PRATIIElt,
Agent Union lwepot
irumminponamallMNIOMMI
:oyes instant relief. Williams' Indian
i'lle Ointment is prepared for Piles
and itchlng of the private parts. Sold
to druggists, mail 50c and 21.00.
arrg Co , Props., Cleve-
land, 0.
lb'. h,, d"n,o- the existence
t s- taste of ice
HENRY MAIIIIEN, JR.
REMOVED To THIRD AND
KEN"TitrlitT.
Nook Binding, flank Work. Legal
and I ibrary Work s specialty.
dir. LOUIS AND TENNESSEE
RIVER PACKP:T COMPANY
FOR TENNESSEE RIVER.
STEINER CLYDE
Leaves Paducah for Tenacesee River
Every Wednesday at 4 p. m.
I. W. ....... Master
CI '6 ENE It0111 \MON clerk
This company is not responsible
for invoice charges unless rolleced by
the desk of the boat
Special excursion rates from Pain-
Ws to Waterloo. Fare' tot the round
tip $8.00 . Leaves Paducah every
vedneeta• at 4 0 IA
KILL THE COUCH
AND CURE THE LUNGS
-WITH Dr,. King's
Nem Discovery
FOR d"_OUCHS 10/:11,:rsT'm%FOLDS Till Bothe Free
AND ALL THROAT AND ltitteTADUIRES. 
GUARANIXED SATISFAUTOZY
OR MONEY REFUNDED.
I.
PAGB /WPM
A
THE ,i1ADUCIAIT EVENING k_IN
Ce
TUTAIDAY, AUGUST SQ.
A
BARGAIN
IN
FARM
LANDS
An UndividedEmimismiimmim
Estate Must Be
Sold at Once
SITUATED within
a mile and a
half of Trenton, Ky.,
a town of 2,000 peo-
ple, fraying good
chntk-hes;-
rural deliveries, tele-
phone connections
throughout the
county and a rich.,
surrounding territory
owned by well-to-do
farmers, this farm
commends itself to
anyone seeking-- good
farm lands in a high-
class farming sec-
tion of beautiful
country with social
advantages. Tract
embraces 306 acres of
good land, all of
which is in a high
state of cultivation,
with the exception of
50 acres of timber.
'One the place there is
one residence of
seven rooms, one
large stock ham n suf-
ficent to accommo-
date twenty head of
stock, besides spa-
cious hay loft and
corn cribs, three
large tobacco barns,
three good tenant
houses, fine well and
cistern, lave or-
chard, vineyard,
plenty of stock water,
. etc. The price will.
be named upon ap-
plication at this office.
Now is the time to
see what the land will
prqduce. Telephone
127 or call at office.
COUNCIL IS FIRM;
BOYLE GIVES UP
Sells Out Business to John
"Flag pf Trull." Was of No Avail
Lam Night and Mayor'. Acckes
Was Sustained,
HI-. RE't !RES Fitt Bt'SIN
.Having failed to secure a license
from the board of councilmen last
night, Hugh Boyle, whom. license to
conduct a saloon at Fourth street and
Kentucky avenue, was revoked on
his conviction for Sunday selling, sold
out his place of business to John
Cludenfield, who has been in Boyle's
employ as bartender; and Boyle, it
is said, will go in business In sonic
other city. Lindenfield deliosited $75
with the city treasurer for a license
this morning, and his application
will go-before the board of aldermen
Thursday night.
License Is Retuned.
After a talk from the Hon. Hal S.
Corbett. Boylear counsel, in which be
reviewed the case and said "We are
here under a flag of truce." the board
of coon 'Haien last night refused a
mew saloon license to Hugh Boyle.
Fourth street and Kentucky avenue,
whose license was revoked by the
mayor, by a vote of S to 2. Boyle
offered as his bondsmen John Rink-
leff and John Sinnott.
In substance Mr. Corbett's speech
was: "I want to correct an errone-
ous statement that the applicant is
openly violating the law of this city.
It is not the case: We are bere un-
der a flag of truce.. I am tired of be-
ing chased by Mayer Yelser and
James Campbell. I am out of breath
1.1_ IMO -1-11•64V4fIL_IP-311...-131214e to
have somebody else apply for him.
but he refused, ASS he did not want to
deceive the council."
Then Mr. Corbett adonitted the ap-
plhant had sold liquoi. on Sunday
;aid added that when the case was
called in police court a leading wit-
ness tor theealer was missing and it
had been intimated that the appli-
cant had had something to do with
his absence.
Add ressinre..theemievor. eity prose-
cuting attorney and the city isolleitor,
who were ;Present. Mr. Corbett said:
"I want to state to the-mayor, the
prosecuting attorney and the city so-
licitor you are indebted to Mr. Boyle
for a good ordinance, and if you keep
on we shall give you one that is gum
proof." 
•
Taking up the ordinance he read
e to the council, and construed it.
partirnlarly putting the point that
when the violator had been found
guilty in a court of competent juris-
diction, the mayor has the privilege
of revolting the license. He suggest-
ed to the board that the case has
been appealed and the defendant is
not guilty unless found guilty in the
circuit court. To avoid further trou-
ble along this line the ordinance
should be made to read as soon as a
eonvirtio.n is obtained in police court,
In closing Mr. Corbett said. "Boyle
is not a law violator, but we are
tired of the papere coming but, with
h,eadline 'Boyle warranted again.'
On roll call only Councilmen Mayer
and Tuttle cast their ballots hr favor
ci issuing of the license.
TWO HUGE BOARS FIGHT
A TERRIFIC ILATTLE.
I -
Bushnell. Aug. 20.—At the fair
here two huge boars belonging to the
Waylands and Chalmers got together
eVednesday morning and waged a ter-
rific battle. One Was an English
Berkshire. weighing efle ;muerte. and
the other a ieliester-White, weighing
5'00' pounds.
The Cheeter Whit" broke from his
pen and, going—to the pen of the
other, issued a defiant challenge. The
Berkehire accepted the gauge of bat-
tle and charged through the side of
his pen as if It had not been there.
J. W.- Wayland and his eon ap-
peared on the first alarm, but could
do little with the infuriated brutes
Wayland Jr., got a club and his
father a gate, climbing into the pens
beside the passagaray in which -the
brutes fought, finally 'succeeding In
putting the gate between the war-
riors. Each hog shows numerous ugly
gashes.
IDENTIFIES ROI-GM AS MAN
WHO BROKE CAR SEAL.
Patine Kirk, special agent for the
Iiinols Central railroad, swore out a
warrant this morning In pollee court
against Henry Rough, colored, charg-
ing him with hreakieg the seal of an
Ilinois Central box car. Contatning
meat. Kirk believes he has a strong
rcase against Rough.
. 
-e
and side-tracked neer Kentucky ave-
nue. A switch engine bumped into
car and run. Patrolman Hurley found
'Rough lying In the grass. Insid the
car a sack and basketewell filled with
beetle . were found. This morning
both engine foreman and engineer
the car and the engineer and engine
foreman saw some one jump from the
0
Flournoy Bros'. conrmission house
• were brought before itough, who eat
among tithe': prisoners. The N ide*nti-
tiled him readily as the man who
'
jumped from the car and ran.
A ear load Of aeon WAS shipped 
0.0. Hollins 
t
Com of Picnic.
11 is estimated that the annual II-
linoie Central shop employee' Picnic,
held at 4uttua. Atsgust 14, cost
about $150. Last night a meeting of
the committee which had the picnic
in charge, was held and many bills
were audited. So far all bills are not
in, and Thursday night a second
meeting will be held. By thet time all
bills will have been presented. "We
received many compliments from of-
ficials relative to the order kept at
the Melee, and picnics in the future
are ceetainties," Mated a shop em-
ploye this morning. "We are glad
that our outing terminated so satis-
factorily."
Freight De .ailed,
All south bound treats on Paduteth
district Or the Illinois Central were
delayed yesterday 'afternoon .by a
freight derailment at Little Cypress,
e few miles east of Paducah. Extra
freight train, No. 853, got a oar off
the track just In front of the Louis-
ville- Fulton aecom rood &Goa pawn-
passenger. It laid this passenger and
the fast flyes, No. 101, out for more
than two hours. The east train, due a'
6 o'clock, arrived after 8 o'clock. !v
damage was done by the deraiirnew
This morning it developed that two
wheels found lying in a ditch back of
the Illinois Central shops, yesterday,
were stolen from the same place,
doubtless at the snore time, and a
coincidence is that they were of tee
same make and style. They were ta-
ken trent in front of The Pa:mer
House. One belonged to Clark Bon7
durant and the other to Roy Sulli-
van. Dick Tolbert found the MA'
chines and turned them over to own-
ere today.
J. G. Neuffer, assistant supedln-
tendent of machinery of the illinees
Central system, is in Paducah today.
He arrived last night from Cairo In
private car, No. 6, and today made a
thorough hyspection of the shops
Mr. lieuffer found work being turned
out with dispatch, and Was pleased.
lotattnealr shops ire- - erne/dell- -Mitt
work, due to the heavy traffic on
surrounding divisions, and eocal fore-
men and Master Mechanic H. E. Ful-
mer were highly complimented.
Superintendent A. H. Egan and
Roadomater A. F. Meese of the
Louisville division of the illiepis
Central, are in the city today.
• Earl Bailey. a 16-year-old oar
checker, while running for a train
in the south yards yesterday, stub-
bed his to and fell. A pencil stuck
into his °hem a short 'distance, but
did not Seriously injure him.
W•Illrogg Work at Is.
Mr. Hippo-It's all well meargh to
take a drink n cv and then. but I don't
like it, see a beast make a man of him-
self.- Boston Herald.
Lite,
(By George Sylvester Viereck.)
Thou art the quick pulsation of the
wine.
The lauehter and the fever and the
doom.
Skull crowned with roses, madly fir-
vine
Dweller alike in cradle and in tomb'
Thine is the clangor of the ceaseless
strife,
The agony of being and the lust,
But Death, thy bridegl-oom, turns
thy heert. 0 Life,
Whence thou hasterisen, to the _pri-
mal dust.
As OUP that loves a wanton, 
knoweeWell
That she is false. I yield me to thy
spell
But when my cup is foaming to the
brim,
Yea, when I dream that I have clasp-
ed the prize,
I see the scythe and mark the face
of him
That is Lily lover leering from thine
eyes.
--September Smart Set.
Onium In China,
The Church. Missionary society of
Englend has received newe of the
first important step taken by the Chi-
neese authorities in Fuh-Chow to put
e stop to the vice of opium smoking
On a certain Sunday all the opium
shops and smoking" dens In the city
#nd neighborhood were forcibly
Cooed. Students and teachers from
earlous ealleges and 'chants Paraded
the streets with flags and banners, re
Joiring in the ection of the _govern-
ment. Afterward they met in a large
hall and espressed their hatred of the
vice. Several speeches were made
and then the president invited some
of the native christians to address
them on the subject of chrietianity,--
New -York Tribune.
2ii11inent Announcement...
MRS. CARRIE GIRARDEY having pur-
chased our millinery stock, we desire
to announce to her old customers, and ours
also, thAt she will continue the business on our
second floor and extends a cordial invitation to
all to call on her at her new quarters.
A VEGETARIAN JOKE.
Gooil Citizen (to policeman stationed on beet root): "Why don't you stop that fight over there, eonstabler
Policeman: "It ain't on my beet."
en•"AR-m-D "`""" Eight Hundred Persons Are Killed
tenifetssed „Ily Mall. Who Killed Ills
Own Father,
Winchester, Ky., Aug. 20. Jas:
Sutherland, aged ilk,  & lead tam,
at of Nicholas county, came here
Sunday and asked to be put in the
county jell for the crime of killing
his father. committed 60 years ago in
this county. Shortly after he reached
manhood, his father, whip belonged
to a large and respected family in
this county", but who was a very rough
man, drove all his family off the
place and threatened to kill James.
his son, who remonstrated rather
vigorously: To avoid him James was
lhaving when the old man followed
him for the avowed purpose of put-
tIng his threat Into execution.
The boy, who Was armed, seeing
that his father would succeed unless
%Welled. ordered him not in (-toss the
fence that separated them. The father
kept advancing. 'and when he reached
the top of the fence the boy shot and
killed him.
•
110(iti TRACK GIRL'S AteSAILANT.
--
Tramp Who Activated Daughter of
M n tot er Pursued by Bloodhoonds.
Greenville, Pa., Aug. 20.— Miss
Anna Whitehead, 11 years old, (laugh
ter of a Methodist Episcopal minis-
ter of Turnersville, Pa., is in a crit-
ical condition after being attacked
late last night by a tramp. Posses
from two counties, with bloodhounds
are searching the country in the vi-
cinity of Jamestown. Pa., and Sitnons.
Ohio, for the man. Great indigna-
tion prevails.
MI88 Whitehead met the strange 
while on her way to a neighbor's
home. The tramp inquired the way
to Simons, Ohio, and while the girl
was telling him he placed a knife at
her throat and threatened to kill her
if she made an outcry. He forced
her into the woods and tied her to a
tree, where she Was later found, al-
most dead.
A good description Of the man has
been secured front the girl, who says
he had but one eye.
OH, DRUMMERS. HERE'S
CLEAN RIMS FOR YOU.
Atlanta, Ga., Aug. 20.—Hotels of
Georgia were raked fore and aft in
the legislature because of the charac-
ter of the bedilinen. As a result, a
bill war passed making clean sheets.
clean pillow cases, clean towels, et.
compulsory in the hostelries of the
state. The measure makes it a mis-
demeanor for any hotel proprietor
not to furnise spotless linen for
guests, ,The bill was palmed largely
through the efferts of commercial
travelers, who have been asserting
for two years that they were not get-
ting a clean deal from Georgia hotel
men.
Corn Cob Gas Ik• Beet.
Beatrica Neb., Aug., 20.—Gas
made from cobs and straw in the
plant of a local company was pro-
nounced by Dr. Nicholson of the Uni-
versity of Nebraska, who inspecteel
the works, to be purer than Coal gas,
and eapabie of giving a brighter light t
He said the preemie was a scientific
revelation. Coke and other by-pro-
ducts, he declared, were nioro rains-
ble than those derived from coal gas.
The new company. it is said, will try
for a franchise in Omaha
"Old Snuffers had a
strong will, CO he not?:"
if tit heirs 'din theft. best
Babies are not necessarily decreed
for society because they love the er.
bawl.
A woman feels awfully Ion,
remarkably
"I averts so.
to break it.
'Matti rtes:
tell whet/et/wing , I , , C. 11, •.t h ;If )' i
I The Evening Ilaa--iett. a weita. la jots without laughing. pirror In tI.
' -.•••-••••4
A real genius is one who can
1
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by Lightning in Period of One Year
Washington, Aug. 20 —An average
f 8o0 persona are killed in the Unit-
ed States each year by lightning, ac-
cording to data collected by the
weather bureau This Means that
about one in each 1410,90,0 of popula-
tion is killed in that meaner.
The belt of most numerous visita-
tion's includes all of Florida except
the southernmost tip, the lower edge
of Georgia and the southeastern cor-
ner of Alabama. In that belt an aver-
age of 45 thunderstorms a year are
experienced.
The zone of next greatest fre-
quency ?Vehicles the more northern.
part of Georgia and Alabama, and its
annual average is 411 storms
Tifirty-live a year are experienced
In a somewhat irregular belt north of
:els, and including still more north-
ern parts of the states tut named, as
well as the whole of Missiegippi and
Louisiana. nearly all of Tennessee.
the adjacent corners of Illinois and
Kentucky, the southern part of Ar-
kansas and the eastern central part of
Texas.
Missouri is Included.
Another belt of equal intensity ex-
Uncle through Central Illinois and ad-
jacent sections of Indiana. Iowa and
Missouri.
The region from the Virginia capes
to Connecticut esrkpes with an aver-
age of 25 such storms. while Boston
Is visited by only 20. The frequency
diminishes until the Rockies are
reached and on the Pacific slope there
are practically no such otorma.
The region of greatgst danger from
-e-ekes does not coincide
• .,1 greatest thunder-
band, William Smith, a Weller "At
such, tiwee he malice me afraid of
him," she continued. "He threw
open a front window once when I
was leaving the house to go into the
street, and he shouted an extremely
imiulting remark about my character
to several bystanders."
Mrs. Smith said that her husband
insulted her continually in public
places and at other times threatened
to shoot her and himself and possibly
one of two of her children. She also
testified that she had been informed
recently that his mother Was insane
heron.' birth.
teATERMELONS IN ONE TEX4J4
COUNTY SELL FOR $101.375.
Ilempatead, Tea, Aug. 20.—The
'aggregete number of carloads of
watermelons received by the Central
railroad at the various [shipping
'pointts in the county to date, which
Practically close' the season, is 811.
Many carloads shipments brought
$200 and thereabouts, and very few
sold for lose than $10e, coneequently
a very conservative estimate of the
average sale priee Is placed at $125
per car, which totals the neat 'um of
$101,375 to be distributed among the
growers of the trusek staple during
the preceding month.
The ,first bale of the current year's
cotton to be marketed locally was
brought here from Austin county,
The cotton was raised by K. C. Pier,
prominent planter of the neighbor-
ing coenty.
BIG STEEL PLANT IS BURNED.
Cumberland Company's cture De-(u/
armee.] and Loss $3,50,000.
Cumberland, Md., ug. 80.— The
plant of the Cumberland Steel com-
pany was totally destroyed by flee of
unknown origin. The loss is estimat-
ed St $350,000, with insurance or
$100,000. The plant produced-act-st-
rata steel castings and is said to
have been the only one of the sort
in tile world. The company has of-
fices In London and Paris and in all
tbe leading cities of the United
States, -
storm frequency, but includes south-
ern Vermont, the whole of Massachu-
setts. Rhode Island, Connecticut, New
Jersey, 'Pennsylvania, Delaware, west
Ohio, Kentucky, Indiana, Illinois, Vir-
ginia and the greater part of Mary-
land.
In this zone more than five deaths
to the 10.0cle square miles a year are
caused by lightning. Three to five
deaths in 10,0,401 is the rule in •
region including Chicago, St. Paul.
Des Moines, St. Louis. Memphis, At-
lanta and_Norfolk.
Average Low lu West.
Between one and three fatalities in
10:000 Is the rule in a region includ-
ing Eastport, Montreal. Duluth. Bt..?
marck, Huron, North Platte, Galves-
ton, New Orleans and Jacksonville.
In the country westward the average
is less than one death to 10000.
Four times more persons of out-
door pursuits than of indoor occupa-
tions are struck. Men, like animals
are more alit to be struck when elone
Out. of every three persons struck one
survives and probably more than half
would recover ,If means were em-
ployed to induce artificial respiration,
as in cases of drowning. More than
half the pc- rsons killed by lightning
are struck while standing under trees.
WE SAYS PHASES OF
MOON AFFECT HUSBAND.
Oakland, Cal., Aug. 20 notice
that he is always worse when the
moon is at the full," said Mrs. Eliza-
beth Smith. 8f gmeryvt.le, when tea-
tifying In Judge Waste's court regard
ing the alleged insanity of her hue-
MAYOR TO TRAVEL WITH TEAM.
Atlanta's Executive Will Spend His
e'a. at'  With Rail club.
Memples. Tenn., Aug. 20.—Saying
that he coped not enjoy a vacation •
a better way than touring with a
team Mayor Joyner of Atlantis, too ..
notified Manager Smith of the et
lanta club, that he would join
team here Itursday to cheer the
end visit four southern cities *heir
the Southern League championship
garnet; are to be played. Atlanta's
team and that of Memphie are lead-
ing in the rate.
BEAT MARK TO /T.
Kipling To Re .lwarchei Nobel Lit-
erary Prize.
Stockho:m, Aug. 20.---The 118W8-
Paper Tldningen announces on what
it declares to be geed authoriky that
Riniyard Kipling has been designated
to receive the Nobel literary prize for
1007. The paper adds that Samuel L.
Clemens (Mark Twaint-was suggest-
ed for this honor.
lap Wrestler Challenges Taft.
Washington, Aug. 20.---- Secrete .
of War Taft has been challenged to
combat by Hitchayana, the ch&mp.on
jiu jitau athlete of Japan The cham-
pion met the secretary when the :at-
ter made his trip to the East and the
Jaa then sized Mr. Taft up as the on-
ly man worthy of contest. The cham-
pion Is coming to this country for ex-
hibitions, probably introducing him-
self 'by this challenge to the war sec-
retary, who isZnot here to receive it
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